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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to determine the prevalence o£ 
teacher misassignment among secondar.y school teachers in Newfoundland, 
and to identif.y relationships existing between misassignment and a 
number of selected personal, professional, and situational characteris-
tics. In particular, three aspects of misassignment were examined: 
ruisassignment in terms of teachers• subject fields or specialization, 
their teaching preferences, and the school organizational division orien-
ta tions or their training programmes • 
A questionnaire prepa~ed by th~ researcher ln\S utilized to soli-
cit data from the sample. Approximately seventy per cent of the ques-
tionnaires forwarded to the subjects were returned fully completed and 
entire~ usable for analysis. The data treatment entailed the assign-
ment of misassignment scores to individual teachers reporting indicating 
their declared degrees or subject-field and teacher-p~~ference mis-
assignment. School division misassignment was determined by a tabula-
tion of teachers who had not studied high school methods in their teacher 
training programmes. 
The data analysis revealed that the three aspects of teacher mis-
assignment examined we~e .. prevalent in var'Jing degrees. In terms of the 
assignment descriptions employed in the various misassignment scales, 
the .findi ngs indicated that of the t19achers reporting , over half were 
assigned to residual sub ject areas of specialization either entirel y or 
in addition to the areas of their majors or minors, approximately 
· ... · 
. ·:: 
· ·: . 
iv 
twenty-£ive per cent had not prepared professional~ to teach secondar.y 
students, and ove!" ten per cent were assigned entirely incongruently with 
any subject field or pre£erence. 
The findings further revealed that although teacher-preference 
misassignment was not significantly related to any of the variables con-
sidered, both subject-field and school-division misassignment vera sig-
nificantly related to these variables in the majority of cases. Subject-
field misassigment, in particular, was f'ound to be greater for teachers 
with lower~.rather than higher teaching grades; for teachel's without high 
school methods than ~or those with high school methods; for teachers 
with few rather than many courses in their majors; for teachers who 
spent small rather than large proportions of their teaching time in their 
major assignments: and for teachers who taught more than two di.fferent 
courses in the school programme. Subject-field misassignment was also 
greater in the smallest towns~ in central high schools compared to senior 
high schools, and in schools employing fewer than sixteen teachers. 
The incidence of school-division misassignment was found to be 
greater for female teachers than for male teachers, for teachers with 
low rather than high teaching grades, for teachers with few rather than 
many courses in their major fields of specialization, and in both the 
cent!"al and the junior high schools than in the senior high schools. 
An inf'ormal comparison of the degrees of misassignment found 
suggested that subject-field misassignment was prevalent to the greatest 
extent, school-division mis&ssignment, though al~o extensive, was some-
what less acute, and teacher-preference misassignment was the least 
prevalent of the three aspects examined. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTHODUCTION 
I. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
Misassignment of teachers has becon1e increasingly and "ridely 
recognized as a. problem for ~chool administrators, teachers, and the 
teaching profession general~. Specific adverse effects have been 
demonstrated on various facets of education, such as, efficiency of 
instruction, pupil achievement, teacher morale, and teacher claims to 
professional status. A number of studies have been done, mainly in the 
United States, examining a variet:r of aspects of the problem. Specifi-
;: -: 
. :~ ·. 
·.· . 
cally, a great amount of attention has been given to teacher recruit-
. ;·.:. 
ment and selection, teacher qualifications, and teacher placement and 
assignments. 
With respect to misassignment, the main consideration, both in 
the literature gener2lly and in the research, has been the matching of 
assignment to the particule.r preparation of the teacher. Each ;>rear 
administrators have to assign and reassign teachers to teach courses in 
their schools. Often, for a. variety of reasons, lack of congruity be-
tween the assignments and the particular qualifications and inclir.ations 
of teachers results. I'iost of the reported 3tudies have investigated the 
problem from this point of vie-:,-: and ha.vo deterrrii:ned the nature a nd 
extent of prevalence of misassignment in specific localities. Generally, 
; .. 
:.· 
·~· .' 
·. , 
researchers describe these studies as being preliminar,y in nature~ and 
recommend follot-r-u._t> studies to investigate in more detail the causes of 
and possible solutions to misassignment as identified in these specific 
geographical areas. 
This section of Charter I presents a review of the related 
research and literature identifying and describing the misassignment 
problem, and reviews the specific background for the present study. 
Definitions of Misassignment 
There is no one definition in the literature which completely 
2 
identifies misassignment. However, almost every writer, either directly 
or by implication, gives a prescription for "proper" or "ef::'icient" 
assignment. The follmdng statement by \v. A. Yearger is representative: 
Teachers should be assigned in accordance with their preparation, 
certification status, and peculiar fitness, with the desires of 
all reasonably satisfied in the assignment •••• reassignment 
should be made with the consent of the teacher.l 
Virtually every writer noted in the bibliography makes reference 
to factors affecting the efficiency of assignments which support part or 
all of this definition. A definition reported by Dominic A. Rousseau is 
an example of one such reference, but which, in addition, extends the 
definiti.on to encompass Hhat is generally considered to constitute mis-
assignment. Rousseau writes that the National Education Association of 
the United States defines proper assignment as, 
••• one in which the teacher's education in subject matter and 
methodology, his experience, and his physical and psychological 
lH. A. Yearger, Administration and the Teache!" ( New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1954), 469. 
----------- -.. -.. ······-··-·· · ...•..... . ·-···· .. . :.. : .. . . .... : . : .. ~ .. .:. .... .. _... . . .. -·· ;' ., 
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condition are appropriate for maximum effectiveness in his teaching 
situation: mis~~ ssignment constitutes any violation of the con-
ditions of proper assignment.2 
W. R. Tracey;··concerning himself with caree~ management for 
teachers, suggests, as necessary for maximum efficiency of a.ssignments, 
three factors which are most perttnent to misassi~nment as it 111as con-
sidered in the present research. Misassignment can be considered t.o 
exist i·;rhere there is lack of adherence to the follot-nng factors: 
l. Teachers should be limited to assignments for which they are 
adequately prepared. 
2. The interests and 1vishes of teachers should be considered. 
3. Assignments should be restricted to the organizational level 
3 
(i.e. "elementarj', junior high school, or senior high school") for vThich 
the teacher has prepared.3 
The froblem of Misassi~nment 
That misassignment is a problem has been demonstarted by a 
variety of research studies, mainly in the United States and Britain. 
In a revie"t-T of the literature on teacher competency , ~ .. J. L. A.ckerman 
cites several studies done in the United States t.rhich indicate that the 
teacher's knoHledge of his subject matter is significantly related to 
teaching efficiency/~ As these studies have demonstrated, it follows 
2nominic A. Rousseau, 11 The Assignment and Misassignment of Sec-
ondar'J School Tea.chers in Alb erta" (unpublished }laster's thesis, The 
University of Alberta, 1970), 10. 
J:,iilliam R. Tra cey, "Needed: A Career }1anagement S"-Jstem for 
Teacher s , !I American School Board Journal, C'..CLIV, No. 4 (1964), 20. 
4:;-i. L. Ackerman, "1'eacher Competence and Pupil Change," Harvard 
Rduca.tic!1al Re\rieiiTt XXIV, No. 4 (Fall, 1954), 273- 289 . 
.. ·:.: 
: i .= ·.~· . 
. '·,:. 
.. : : .. 
... ·· 
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4 
that the assignment of teachers outside their major areas of special-
ization must adversely affect teaching efficiency. 
Similar findings have been made by a number of other researchers 
in the United States. C. F. Faber, in research \oJ'bich examined the rela-
tion between teacher qualifications and school district quality, found 
that for twenty schools studied, there was a direct relationship be-
tt-teen the qualifications of teachers to teach in their particular 
assignments and expert ratings of the school districts in uhich these 
schools were located.5 Also in the United States, two studies by 
Stephen Romine, 1949 and 1958, showed that the ·:eed for more efficient 
utilization of teaching personnel increased over that ten-year period.6 
This would seem to suggest that at least a decade ago, the problem was 
very evident, and the situation, rather than improving, was grm-ling 
increasingly worse. 
In Britain, Anatonia Trauttmansdorff, in 1965-66, carried out an 
extensive study on Britain's teaching force to provide statistical infor-
mation concerning their qua.lJ'.fications, training, and range of subjects 
taught. He found that misassic:;nment was prevalent to a marked des ree, 
and reported in particular that misassignment t-Tas especially acute in 
the subject areas of mathematics and English.? 
5c. F. Faber, l 1Teacher Qualifica t i ons and School District 
Quality," The Journal of Educational Research, LVIII, No. 10 (August, 
1965)' 4-71 . 
6stephen Romine, "Teaching Assignments and Instructional Loads 
in Secondary Schools," National Association of :Seconda . School Princi-
~' XLII, No. 241 (November, 1958 , 55 . 
7A. Trauttmansdorff, 11 Not TrainPd for the Job: Statistics on 
Staffjng," Times Educational Sunplemrmt, (November 15, 1968), 1085. 
. . .... 
. . ·> 
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·. · 
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In Canada, Dominic Rousseau's study on the misassignment of 
seconda~ school teachers in Alberta is the only research that could be 
found which is directly related to the prcblam. Although Rousseau found 
that the typical Alberta teacher was assigned at least to his minor area 
of specialization, he did discover a number of significant relationships 
between misassignment. and a yarioty of personal, professional, and situa-
tional variables.B His general findings substantiated the belief of 
educators in AlbF)rta that considerable misassignment was prevalent in 
the secondary schools of the Province. 
The precise nature of the misassignment problem is ·Hell docu-
mented. Most 't-lriters on this to_!)ic agree that misassignment limits the 
quality and efficiency of instruction and education generally. Some 
point out a variety of other more specific adverse effects which con-
tribute to the seriousness of the misassignment problem. For example, 
Tracey suggests that because reshuffling of normally permanent assign-
ments is typically based on necessity (if not on expediency or despera-
tion) rather than on planning, too often misassignment results. "The 
inevitable consequences," he contends, "are loVT teacher morale and 
inferior performance of duty."9 Romine points out that in smaller 
schools where misassignment is generally greater, 
• • • teachers more frequently have assignments involving two or 
more fields, and these combinations may be difficult to f~nd when 
teacher replacement becomes necessary. Teacher turnover 1s also 
greater in these smaller schools; hence, administ~ators face a 
real challenge in maintaining a staff trell qualified for the 
BRousseau, 90. 
9Tracey, CY~. No. 4, 19. 
--------··-·-·-··---··· ··--·-··-··~--·-· ·' . ... ..... .... -- ···-· · . . ... .. .. . ,, ... 
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assignments which are to be made.lO 
DaYid E. Koontz, concern in~ himself mainly 1vi t~ the h-::-g:in~i~g 
teacher, makes reference to a number of facets of the misassi~~ent 
problem. His thesis is that "one of the most faulty areas c~ a.a~inis-
trative thinking in American education today has been the ~sass:ignment 
of the beginning teacher.nll Koo~tz sees, as the cause of' the great 
loss of beginning teachers, poor assignment policies leadin~ to dis-
illusionment and dissatisfaction. Bad assigr~ent, he conter.ds, ha.s the 
effect of leaving a teacher unprepared and in a bad moo~ tc deal •nth 
kids. Reinforcing his claim that the problem is not small, he cites a 
study which apparently has shown that the cost in the United States of 
recruiting one teacher is $500 to $1000. The implication, of course, 
is that misas:::~.gnment costs the profession not on.ly teachers, but also 
dollars. 
other v7ritP.rs, as 1-1ell as Koontz, linking rtisassigrr.:ent to 
teaching load, have pointed out yet ::.nother aspect of m:isassi1::P'!!!!e~1t 
leading t.o teacher dissatisfaction. G. C. Gordon reports a. =tud;;,.. by 
6 
McLaughlin and Shea (1960) ~-1hich found that load ~;a s t!':.e uost i.-:po!'ta.nt 
source of teacher job satisfaction in California elanent...a. r-::- s~~c::>ls •12 
In Koontz' s ':Wrds , a bezinr..ing teacher is "turned off'" ~y ol::;servi::~r as 
he found, that the more experienced ~.nd higher oaid te;.~hers ~;.;e a 
10Romine , XLII, No. 2l.!-l, 58-59o 
llnavid E. Koontz , ''l'-1isassi gnment: A Ne1-1 Te~. cr-~er' .:: 
The Clee.rinP: House, XLI~ No. _5 ( ,Jar.uary , 196?), 271. 
-:::--~ _....: -"""' ,, 
--- .. "'·-' 
12 
'' 
••t• ~ t;\... 1 n-1- a.,.,~ Co·~ ~c .:_ G. C. Gordon, ConCl J.ons CI e .. ntp oyme . ... .. - ~ ·- - · - -- -'-
1 n R . -r 4'..l +. ,. .., 1:?c. =: c.~.,..-~"" Elementa ry and Secondary Scho o. s , ev, e1·r o_ v_,uca _, ~r. :o. · ------- ___ , 
XXXIII , No. I,J- ( Octoher, ~-963), Jt.l'.o 
. • i:; 
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7 
better and lighter teaching assignment than he.l3 
Ford and Allen listed several causes of misassign'!"'!ent, including: 
(1) the 0iffi~ultJ~ of getting qualified teachers in rural areas, (2) ~co 
broad programmes attempted in rural and smaller schools for the resources 
and teachers available, (3) inadequate evaluation of a candidate's teach-
ing credentials at the time of assignment, and (h) the often sudden need 
to fill positions because of unexpected resignations.14 These uriters 
as Hell emphasize, as one drastic effect of misassig!1Ment, the disil-
lusionment of ne1~ teachers so that t hey leave the profession altogether. 
The follov1ing statement from an article by James Scamman and 
R. P. Manatt, based on a doctoral thesis on the problem by Scaronan, 
succinctly illustrates the sierd.ficance of the problem: 
The proper or efficient assignment of teachers to subject matter 
areas has been of concern to educators for many years and has been 
thought to h~ve vTidespread consequences for the student, teacher, 
administrator, and education in general. As society has become 
more complex, the demand for better educated citizens has risen, 
and as the scope of knowledge has gro!m at an increasing rate, 
there has been a need for as much information as possible concer-
ning all phases of education. Teacher assignment has been one 
important facet of the total educational structure Hhich has great 
effect on the teacher, student, and society.l5 
13Koontz, XLI, No • .5, 271. 
l4pa.ul }1. Ford and 1llende11 C. Allen, "Assie;nment and Misassie;n-
ment of Teachers," NE.CI. ... Tournfl1, LV. N0= 2 (1"P1YrUa!-y, 1966), 41. 
15James Scamman and R. P. }1anatt, "As!>ig!".lTlent and Teacher 
Preparation," The Journal of Educational Research, LX, No. 10 
(July-August, 1967), 469. 
--._. 
. ~-::.: . 
. ::• 
. :~: 
Overview 0f Research Findings Rega1~ing 
The Prevalence of Misassi~nment 
The research relating most directly to misassignment has used 
three general approaches, including that to be used in this research. 
This approach, t.hG one most commonly used, consists basically of 
8 
examining the degree of congruity bebveen the particular assignments of 
teachers and their subject fields of specialization and preference. A 
second com!1!on approach is an examination of teaching loads to determine 
1-1here teachers are misassigned to teach an overburden of subjects or 
courses. A third, and less common approach, consists of a statistical 
analysis of teacher qualifications to determine areas in which there are 
felv or many teachers adequately prepared to teach the subjects offered 
in the schools. 
Various types of analyses have been made on the data in these 
studies w·hich affect the manner in which findings are reported. In this 
sub-section of the review, general findings of a number of pertinent 
studies will be presented in terms of the characteristics and variables, 
including subject a.reas, Hhich researchers have studied in relation to 
assignment-misassignment. 
First of all, same significant relationships have been discover-
ed betHeen the degree of misassignment and a number of personal, pro-
fessional, and situational characteristics. Among the professional 
characteristics that have been studied are teaching experience, extent 
of teacher preparation or training , and t 11e nUl'tber of courses 11eld by 
teachers in t l~eir major areas of specializaticn. Except in the case of 
the last of these r the number of cours es held by teachers ir. t hE:ir 
··:·.'·:: 
. . ,., ~· 
· .. :;·: 
... ~~ 
·· ·. 
· · ... · 
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majors, there is considerable ev·idsnce that these characteristics are 
definitely related to misassignment. Research done by the Special Com-
. mittee on the Assignment of Teachers (1963) of the National Commission 
. ,. 
on Teacher Education and Professional Standards (NCTEPS), c. F. Faber, 
Dominic Rousseau, and a number of ~esearchers reviewed by Scamman and 
Manatt, attests to the inverse relationship betvreen misassigl'llllent and 
the extent of teacher preparation.16 The research reports examined by 
the Hriter divide evenly on the variable of teaching experience. 
S. A. Lindstedt and J. A. Johnson both report that for more experienc' . .:i 
teachers,. misassignment is less likely, Hhile Scamman and Manatt and 
Rousseau were unable to find anY significant relationship betHeen ex-
perience and assignment-misassignment.l? 
The most significa::-~t relationships Here found between misassign-
ment and situational variables. Researchers invariably found that mis-
assignment decreased as school size or school enrollment increased.l8 
16Ford and Allen, LV, No. 2, 41; Faber, LVIII, No. 10, 471; 
Rousseau, 89; and Scamman and Mana.tt, LX, No. 10, 469-471. 
l?s. A. Lindstedt, "Teacher Qualifications and Grade X Hathema-
tics Achievement," Alberta Journal of Educational Research, VI, No. 3 
(June, 1960), 76; J. A. Johnson, "A Study of the Teachers and Their 
Assignments in Minnesota Secondary Schoolsn (u11published Doctor's thesis, 
University of Colorado, 1956); Scam.'llan and Manatt, LX, No. 10, 4-69; and 
Rousseau, 89. 
18Romine, XLII, No. 241, 58; Johnson; Rousseau, 90; Pe O. Bruns-
,rold, nThe Relationship Between Selected School District Variables a nd 
Teacher Assignment Based on Prepa.rationf' (unpublished Doctor's thesis, 
Unive~rsity of Iowa, 1966); J. P. Scamman, ttTeacher Assignment and 
Academic Prepa.ration in IoHa High Schools" ( unpu'l.Jlished Doctor's t.hesis, 
Iow[>. State Uni~rersity of Science and Technology, 1965); and i.1. C. Sch-
loe'!"ke "P~epara.tion a11d Assic-nment of Secondary School Teachers \:.Ji thin 
t 0 ' th . u . . t .f' Large Hichie an High Schools" (unpublished Doctor s · esJ.s, m .vers1 Y o ... 
Michigan 5 1964). 
In addition, Rousseau fou:nd tha.t in Alberta~ misassignment was greater-
in junior high schools than in senior high schools, for teachers who 
spent comparatively little time teachine in their major area.s of spec-
ialization, and for teachers who taught comparatively many courses a 
week.19 
10 
Only one stud~" Has located 1>rhich found any significant relation-
ship beb-1een misassignment and any of the personal charactr.ristics of 
age, marital status, and sex. J. A. Johnson found that in Minnesota 
secondary schools, wome:n. were more frequently ~ssiened to teach in areas 
other than the areas of their majors than Here men.20 Hm·rever, in 
Alberta, Rousseau found no relation bebveen misassignment and either 
age, sex, or marital status, and he is supported in at least one of 
these findings by Scamman and :t-1.anatt who found in 0ne study no relation-
ship bet1veen age and misassignment. 21 
The greatest atten+.ion in the studies done on misassignment has 
focused on specific subject areas. The creat ~ajority of researchers 
have found that in general m:l.sassignment is greatest in the academic 
areas and least in the spe~ial subject areas, such as, art, music, and 
vocational subjects. Ho~re-ver, a revieH of the study reports shot·lS that 
there are many variations in the findings, and agreement is not alvrays 
unanimous. The academic subjects of Ens lish, mather'lc:.~ic::;, science, and 
social studies freqUGntly had the s reatest incide~ce of' misassignrTJent, 
::s !"eported in s tudies done by F0rd and Allen, Sca~n!an, 'l'raut,tmansdorff, 
19Rou~seau, 90. 
-------~- ·-·--···· ··--·-········-· ···"···· 
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·<:-' Rousseau, .n.nd Bro~m :2.nd Osbourn (reported by Gordon).22 Subjects most 
....... 
' -~_:: 
often "t-ri.th the least incidence of misassignment r,rere art, music, voca-
tional education, and health and phjrsical education.2J Foreir;n laneua-
ees generally fitted some1-1here in the middle. Ford and Allen reported 
a study which shot-red compa:t:-atively great misassisnment in foreie;n 
languages, while Scamman and Hanatt reported studies by Kinney and 
Romine i-Thich shm.;ed that a. laree percentage of teachers teaching foreign 
languages had subject area majors and at least minors in the particular 
languages which they taught.24 
Implications Reported in Studies 
In general, the implications noted by :t:-esearchers and v.Titers on 
misassignment focus mainly on the strenGth of research of this nature in 
pointing out the seriousness of the problem, and in prodding administra-
tors to seek measures vrhich might reduce misassignment in their schooJ.s. 
Most of the recommendations, therefore, have been made in the form of 
sue;gestions of procedures and practices VThich the val'ious authors feel 
1-Tould alleviate the situation. 
One of the longest lists of suggestions is that presented by 
Ford and Allen in an Article in t·Jhich they quote a number of recent 
22Ford and Allen, LV, No. 2, 41; Scamman; Trauttmansdorff, Times 
Educational Supplement, 1085; Rousseau, R9; and Gordon, XXXIII, No. 4, 
J85. 
2Jscamman and Hanatt, LX, No. 10, Ll.tS9; and Rousseau, 89. 
211Ford and l\llen, VT, No. 2, l.J.l; and Scamman and Hanatt. LX, 
No. 10, 469. 
. ; 
·,: , 
studies of assignment and misassignment of teachers.25 They recommend 
the following: 
1. The enforcement of better certification laHs. 
2. The better coordination of offer;ngs at the universities to 
build up areas of teacher preparation deficiencies. (Elsewhere, Allen 
speaks of the need to control teacher training programmes and the set-
ting of standards for teacher t.raird~g ;rc~ra.mnes. )26 
J. The more efficient initial selec"ti:)!l of teachers involving the 
12 
use of the multi-interview technique in hiring and the est~blishment of 
more explicit statements of requiremer.~s ~or positions. 
4. The more efficient placeMent and assig~~ent of teachers once 
they are hired in the system. This measure sLould involve greater con-
trol of assignments and might include practices such as using experi-
enced teachers to work with beginning or less experienced teachsrs, 
transfers within and between districts, inservice education, team teach-
ing with those teachers 1...rho for various reasons sometimes must be mis-
assigned, and stricter adherence to sue~ i.-:tportant factors in making 
assignments as teacher preference, the requirements of the curriculum, 
the best utiJ.ization of the total std'f, and. the attainment of a balance 
in teachj_ne quality throughout the d:is'trict. Allen further suggests 
that the central office staff, principal~, ~apartment chairmen, and 
individual teachers should be directJ.y i!:~:-clved in these processes. 
25F d d All Ltr 111 '"": 1'"" ' ' -; or an en, ", _ ,o ..... , -~-:--- -• 
26w. c. Allen, "Assizmrent a.r:c i-:s Relationship to Teaching 
Expertness," Journal of Secondary ~uca.~ic~, CXLIX, No. l..j. (October, 
1964), 19. 
?')t ~ 
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A great many other writers and researchers have made suggestions 
and recommendations in a similar vein, and il"! some cases have sugges .. b~d 
other measures. Johnson, for example, recorrumends that more thorough 
guidance and counseling of teachers during the pre-service period is 
required.27 Koontz suggests that beginning and less experienced teach-
ers should be given lighter loads than the more experienced teachers. 
This, he says, might be compensated for by requiring the benefiting 
teachers to up-grade or instruct summer courses during the summer 
period.28 Romine recommends that much of the misassignment which 
usually prevails might be eliminated by a careful analysis of the 
qualifications of teachers already in a system and the subsequent re-
assignment of many.29 
Finally, it is felt by the reseerchers that initial research 
designed to determine the prevalence of misassignment and general rela-
tionships T..r.i th various characteristics should be follov1ed up by more 
detailed research to determine cause-effect relationships and to test 
suggested measures for reducing or eliminatil"!g the problem. Schindler, 
for example , says of his study of misassignment in Nebraska that it 
shou.ld form ". • • a bench mark against 1-1hich future studi es • • • can 
be measured, and it should lend direction ta the probleM of up-grading 
the certification standarcls of secondar-rJ school teachers in Nebraska. n30 
27Johnson. 28Koontz , XLI, No. 5, 271. 
29Romine, XLII, No. 241. 59. 
30w. A. Schindler, aTeacher Prepara. U.on in Assigned Sub jects in 
Nebraska Secondary Schools Accredited by the NCACSS, and in Nebraska 
Apnroved Secondar~r Schools" (unpublished Doctor's t hesis, Univer sity of 
. " {.. ) Nebraske Teachers College, 19._,3 • 
: · , :. :-
. ·-.-:~\ -:..: 
-~ ~. 
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Interestingly, most of the research deals prit11arily with secundary 
school teabhers. Generally the researchers recommend that similar 
research is needen at other school levels as HeJl • 
Specific Back~rou~d of the Study 
This research Has primarily a replication of the previously 
mentjoned study of misassignment in Alberta seconcJar.r schools by Dominic 
A. Rousseau. Mr. Rousseau studied tvTO aspects of misassi~nment: sub-
ject-field misassignment, and teacher-p~eference misassignment. The 
present study examined, in addition, one other aspect of the misassign-
ment problem 1.J"hich is of particular significance in this province. In 
Ne~.J'foundland, teachers are required to prepo.re ~nder one of three pro-
t:rammes--secondary, element.ary, or primary--Hhich are designed to 
prepare teachers to teach especially in one school division. Since the 
possibility of lack of con17,ruency behreen the scl~ool-division orienta-
tions of teachers and their actual assi'!nments is great, it ~.Jas con-
siderecl appropriate that this aspect of misassignment should be part of 
a study of this nature. 
Specifically, this resea::::-ch took the form of a survey desit.;ned 
to furnish prelimJ.nary information on misassigrnnent in NeH:foundland 
secondary schools. It is intended tha -1:. the findings ser"\re as a basis 
for more deta.iled r esearch in the future to determine c~.nse-effer.t 
relationships 8S well as test sut:;; estect meas'.lres for g,llcviatine; the 
prohlern. It is hoped that a more il"lmediate effect Hill be the j) rovi sion 
of i tu t rl~ool ar3mini··+ra.+o-r c- t:> t ~'.-, s t oc k of their pre~er.t. 
. . mpe . s o s . • '· . .., • v, - _, · N ·· ·-
.,. 
•• ..;. • •••• -~<> : • • • : 
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of ~arrying out the assignment function in their school systems • 
. . : ~; 
' . ;_ ~---:· . 
. ·:~--: 
II. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of the study 1·r<?.s to determine the prevalence of 
three aspects of misassienme:r.t among secondarJ school teachers in Ne1.-1-
foundland, and to identify rclati.onshtps 1-rhich existed beb-reen teacher 
misassir;nment and selected personal, profes s ional, end situational 
characterist1.cs. 
Specifically, the :research exaMined the follm·ring three aspects 
of misassignment: 
1. Y.1isassignment :tn terrns of incom; rui ty bet-:-reen the teaching 
assie;nment and the teacher's subject field of specia. J.izatiol'"'--refGrred 
to as subject-field misa s si~nm~nt. 
2. Misassir:nment in terms of :i.n~ onsru.i t y h.eb-Te er. +.he teaching 
e.ssignment and the teacher's subject. fi~ld of preference--referred t o as 
tce.cher-preference misa:; siznment. 
3. Misassic;nment in terms of incorJ~:rui ty beb.reen t he t .e "!chi.ng 
'3-Ssir_:-nment to teach SAC Or~dary ~tnd r:)n ts and t he !'1 :- t.na ~ SCr.ool - d5.v :i. s:i.on 
sc!io':ll-c1 i vision misa s sisnT:"'ent • 
.t.h ] ·.co· d tt.. ... 1-- -ol•li·o f'J·ncl-inr.s thus o~~tai:r.ed b-.,r the idsntifica+:ion k .. e r a;np . . 1..L le,. ,•.Je , _ 1::0, .• c -" - - • . ' ·- · , :. 
of relati onships exi stin~ h otween t ho thr ee asre~ts of Mi sassicnment and 
the f o11m·:ing per sonal and _:;rofe.ssion<1.l chc:.racteridics of teac hers , a-nd 
;:;elected situationa l ~harac+.cri . .::; t .ir s . 
· .. ; 
··,, 
·.:'. 
.· ': 
Personal Characte~tsties of Teachers 
1. Sex 
2. Marital status 
). Age 
Professional Characteristics of Teachers 
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1. Preparation, as .indicated by the teaching grade certificate held 
2. Training programme orientation 
). Extent of majo~ field of specialization, as indicated b,y the 
number of university courses held 
4. Total years te~ching experience 
S. Teaching experience in the teacher's present school 
Situational Characteristics 
1. Size of community, as indicated by the latest population 
statistics 
2. Grade class of school 
). Size of school, as indicated by the number of teachers 
4. Denominational type of school 
5. SUbject areas of major assignments 
6. Teaching time in major assignment 
?. Number of courses taught by the teacher 
For operational purposes, six sub-problems were posited in the 
form of the following research questions: 
1. What is the mean degree of subject-field misassignment among 
Newfoundland secondar,y school teachers? 
2. What is the mean degree of teacher-preference misassignment 
among Newfoundland secondar,y school teachers? 
. ... 0 
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3. What number and percentage of Newfoundland secondar.y school 
teachers have been pr~fessiona!ly prepared to teach in a school division 
other than secondar,y? 
4. What significant differences in subject-field misassignment 
axist among appropriate categories of each characteristic proposed for 
study? 
5. What significant differences in teacher-preference misassign-
ment exist among appropriate categories or each characteristic proposed 
for study? 
6. What significant dirrerences in frequency distributions of 
school-division misassignment exist among appropriate categories or 
each characteristic proposed for study? 
III. NEED FOR THE STUDY 
In Section I of this chapter, specific references were made to 
a number or research studies which indicated the existence and signifi-
cance of the misassignment problem. Moreover, the research r1nd1ngs 
reported in the review clearly illustrated those areas in which the 
problem has been found to be most acute. It has been shown, ror example, 
that misassignment tends to be more prevalent in small rather than large 
communities 0 in small rather than large schools, and among lower quali-
fied teachers rather than among those more highly qualified. 
In Newfoundland, the situational conditions implicit in these 
analyses are perhaps typical. Newfo~ndland is predm:d.nantly a province 
of small communities having the great majority of its schools located in 
towns of populations less than J,OOO. Also, in spite of the current 
, ,~ 
. , . 
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trend towards conso11dation, because the population is in fact quite 
widely spread out, the majority of schools in the province can still be 
considered relatively small. Teacher qualifications have improved tre-
mendously over the last. decade. However, the data repo!"ted on the 
questionnaires ~or tb_ts study indicated that, even among the secondary 
school teaching force, relatively the most qualified segment of the 
entire teaching f'ol"Ce in the Province, the majority of .teachers held 
less than f'ive years of' teacher training beyond junior matriculation. 
In light of' these facts • 1 t would seem logical to suggest that 
Jdsass1gnment is likely to be prevalent to a marked degree in the sec-
ondar,y schools of Revtoundland. However, to date in Newfoundland, 
research in this area is virtually non-existent. More alarmingly, 
educators generally have not b~en particularly vocal concerning the 
problem. A review or the NTA Journal over recent years reveals vir-
tua!ly no comment directly on thti problem from either teachers or admin-
istrators. On the other band, in personal conversations with prominant 
educators throughout. the Province, one senses that there is an awareness 
indeed that the problem does exist and that its effects are genera~ 
detrimental. 
It is considered that a first step toward the eventual achieve-
ment of more efficient assignment of teachers is the determination of 
the prevalence of misassignment and the ~dentification of relationships 
which might exist bet~~n misassignment and certain relevant factors, 
particulary situational factors. In view .of the absence of research to 
accomplish these objectives in Newfoundland, it is considered that a 
definite need exists for the present research. Moreover, the findings 
'· .•: 
· .· ··. 
. / : 
should satisty the need for a stimulus, as well as provide a partial 
basis, ~or immediate corrective action in this ~dministrative area. 
IV. DELIMITATIONS AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
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As previously explained, the research was in part a replication 
of an existing study with respect to both the aspects or the problem 
considered, and the particular methodology employed. Since it was felt 
that this methodology, and the subject-field aspect of misassignment in 
particular, were not suitable for application to primary and elementar,y 
teachers, the prosent study was confined, . as was Rousseau's, to only 
secondar,y school teachers. 
Moreover, it was felt that Rousseau's misassignment scales, which 
1-1ere used in this research, were not appropriate for secondary teachers 
who taught grades other than secondary in addition to their secondary 
grade assignments. Rousseau, in fact, limited his study to only those 
teachers who were teaching ten or more hours a week in secondar,y grades. 
Since it was not possible to determine in advance the extent of partic-
ular grade assignments of teachers in schools comprising other divisions 
in addition to secondar,y, it was considered appropriate to confine the 
present study to only those teachers teaching in schools that were 
exclusive~ secondary. This, in fact, included in the population at 
least seventy per cent of all secondary teachers in the Province. 
It was not possible also to ascertain the extent or the actual 
teaching assignments of principals, librarians, counselors, and other 
primarily non-teaching personnel. Consequently, principals .were 
excluded from the population at the outset, and all other non-teaching 
: ' 
' '· ·, .. 
.. 
. '·· 
' .· . 
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personnel identified .on the returned questionnaires were excluded ~rom 
the sample prior to tabulation of the data. 
Since this research was an initial endeavour in the problem 
area, it was considered appropriate to limit the study to the main pur-
pose of determining preliminar.y information concerning the general pre-
valence of misassignment. The survey technique by means of a question-
naire was considered most feasible in view of the absence at this time 
of any research .knowledge on which to base a more in-depth study. 
Consequently, only criteria -which could -be .meaSUl"ed objectively by 
analyzing factual data from the respondents were. considered. suitable 
tor inclusion. The study was confined to a consideration of.onlY three 
.· ., aspects of the. problem which it was felt could be measured objectively 
from the data reported in the questionnaires. The conclusions reached 
must therefore be considered relevant only to misassignment as de~ined 
in this study. 
V. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
The following is a list of definitions of terms as they were 
used in the thesis. 
Secondaty school. A school which accommodates exclusively any 
combination of grades from grade seven to grade twelve. 
Class of school. All schools involved wsre considered in three 
classes, as indicated by .the grades accommodated~-senior ·high· school, 
accommodating no grade lower than grade nine; junior high school, accom-
modating no grade hi.gher than grade nine; and central high. school, 
accommodating all the secondar,y grades. 
::.;~ "i 
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D!ftaminational type of school. All public schools in Newfound-
land are administered under four denominational types of school boards--
Roman Catholic, Pentecostal, Seventh-day Adventist, and Integrated ser-
ving all other Protestant denominations. Thus, all schools may be 
categorized b,y denominational type in accordance with the denominational 
type of school board under which it is administered. 
SUbject area teacher. A teacher of a given subject area was 
defined as one whose major teaching assignment was in that subject. 
Ma.1or field of specialization. The subject field in which a 
teacher has completed his greatest number of university academic courses. 
Minor field of specialiBation. The subject field in which a 
teacher has completed his second greatest number of university academic 
courses. 
Residual sub1ect field(s) of specialization. Any subject 
field(s) other than a teacher's major or minor field of specialization. 
Teacher (subject-field) preference. The subject field in which 
a teacher most prefers to teach. 
Major (field of) assignment. The subject field in which a 
teacher spends the single greatest amount of his teaching time. 
~~nor (field of) as§ignment. The subject field in which a 
teacher spends the second greatest amount of his teaching time. 
Residual (field(s) of) assignment. ~assignment field(s) 
other than a teacher's major or minor field of assignment. 
School division. This refers to the organizational division or 
public school education into three types, secondar,y, elementary, and 
primar,y. Thus, schools, teachers, and teacher training progra~es may 
--------··--···· ·  ········-·····-··-··----·· ···-· ... . 
. . · :. 
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be classified according to their respective orientations toward one of 
these three school divisions. 
Misassignm!n1. A~signment which lacks optimum possible con-
gruity, as determined b,y the mensuration instruments used in this study, 
with teacher subject field of specialization, teacher preference, &nd tha 
school-division orientation of the teacher training programme. 
VI. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
There are four chapters in this report. Chapter I, representing 
a minor departure from the normal format, ,includes in Section I a review 
of the related research and literature in addition to the specific back. 
g2-ound of the present study. The chapter follol-JS with a detailed state-
ment of the problem and specification of the research questions, a dis-
cussion of the need, delimitations, and, scope of the study, a list of 
definitions of terms, ·and the present overview of the thesis. 
Chapter II presents the design of the study. In it are 
described the mensuration scales used to measure misassignment, the 
questionnaire, the sample, the operational procedure, and the method-
ology for trea~•ent of the data. 
The findings regarding the general prevalence of misassignment 
and the relationships which exist between misassignment and a variety 
of characteristics are presented in Chapter III. 
Chapter IV contains a final statement of the conc~usions, 
implications, and recommendations emanating from the study. 
The questionnaire used in the study is .anpendixed to the thesis. 
. ~ . - ~ 
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SUMMARY 
A considerable number of research studies, mainly in the United 
States, have demonstrated the existence and signi1'1.cance of a misassign-
ment problem, particularly among secondar,y school teachers. Specifi-
cally, researchers, concerning themselves with such related matters as 
teachGr recruitment and selection~ teacher qu&lific&tions, teaching 
load, and teacher placement and assignments, have demonstrated that a 
great deal of misassignment of various types is widely prevalent, and in 
all likelihood has significant adverse effects on a variety of facets of 
·educ• tion. 
Th~ present research was primarily a replication of a study of 
assignment-misassignment among secondary school teachers in Alberta, 
conducted by Dominic A. Rousseau in 1969-70. The study determined the 
prevalence of subject-field, teacher-preference, and school-division 
misassignment among secondar,y school teachers in Newfoundland, and in 
addition, identified relationships existing bebteen these three types 
of misassignment and a number of selected personal, professional, and 
situational variables. The need for the research appears evident in 
view of the significance of the problem and the absence of any research 
to date directly on the problem in Newfoundland. 
The study was confin~d to only secondar,y school teachers who 
taught in schools that were exclusive~ secondar,y. This included in the 
population approximately seventy per cent of all secondary teachers in 
the Province. The findings were further limited by the particular de-
limitation of the problem, and by the necessarily limited effectiveness 
of the survey-questionnaire technique employed. 
. :· ~:...: 
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CHAPTER II 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
This study entailed a survey or ~ random sample or the entire 
population of Newfoundland secondary teachers teaching in secondary 
schools as defined. The methodology consisted of the solicitation or 
data ~ram the sample by means or a questionnairet the application of 
instruments to measure misassignment. and the statistical analysis of 
the data thus obtained. This chapter contains a detailed statistical 
description c4 the sample. based on data reperted on the retumed 
questionnaires. and a description of the methodol~ and research pro-
cedure. 
I. INSTRUMENTATION 
In this section are described two instruments employed in the 
research: mensuration scales to measure degrees of misassignment. and, 
the questionnaire used to solicit data from tne sample. 
The Misassignment Scales 
The study was specifically designed to utilize mensuration 
scales used by Dominic A. Rousseau in his study of assignment-misassign-
ment or secondar.y school teachers in Alberta (19?0). Rousseau devised 
two scales designed specifically to measure the degrees of subject-
field and teacher-pref~rence misassignment, and successfully carried out 
. ·•. ;~:':,' 
•:; .. . 
.. _ _ , : 
· ... :·.· 
. : ': : . 
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two tests for validity on these scales prior to their use in that study • 
School-division misassignment, an additional aspect of misas-
signment examined in the present research, was not considered by Rousseau 
in his study, and no particular instrum~nt exists fer its mensuration • 
Due to the nature or this facet or the problem, it was not considered 
neoessar.y to devise a similar speeial instrument fo~ its mensuration 
since degrees of school-division misassignment could be suitably deter-
mined b.y statistical means other than a specific instrument. For this 
purpose, since only secondary grades lvere involved and only two obvtous 
· assignment possibilities existed, teachers who had studied high school 
.·.··· 
methods were considered to be proper~ assigned, and all others were 
considered to be misassigned. 
Rousseau's subject-field misassignment scale, ref'erred to b.y him 
as Misassignment Scale M-1, assigns a score from 1 to 6 to each indi-
vidual teacher indicating the level of congruity between his particular 
teaching assignment and his professional preparation. As stated by 
Rousseau, "This scale purports to measure the degree of congruity bet-
ween the teacher area of specialization and the assignment of the 
teacher."l Rousseau further explains that, on this seale, a score of 6 
indicates the highest possible degree of congruity between teacher pre-
paration and teaching assignment. Thus, a score or 1 represents the 
highest possible degreg of subject-field misassignment. The M-1 Scale, 
as used in this research, is as follows: 
lnominic A. Rousseau, "The Assignment and Misassignment of 
Secondary School Teachers in Alberta" (unpublished Master's thesis, The 
University of Alberta, 1970), 49. 
. -· .... . 
,·';•, 
:,) 
Score 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
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SUBJECT-FIELD MISASSIGNMENT SCALE 1"1-1 
Assignment Relative to Preparation 
Assigned to only major field of specialization 
Assigned to major and minor fields of specialization 
exclusively 
Assigned to only minor field of specialization 
Assigned to residual field(s) of specialization in 
addition to major, plus or minus minor 
Assigned to residual field(s) of specialization in 
addition to minor 
Assigned to only residual field(s) of specialization 
The teacher-preference misassignment scale is similarly con-
structed. This scale, referred to by Rousseau as Misassignment Scale 
~. assigns a score from 1 to 4 to each individual teacher indicating 
the level of congruity bet1-1een his particular teaching assignment and 
his subject field of preference. The M-2 Scale, as used in this 
research, is as follows: 
Score 
J 
2 
1 
TEACHER-PREFERENCE MISASSIGNMENT SCALE M-2 
Assignment P~lative to Preference 
Assigned to &·single field congruently with 
preference 
Assigned to major and minor fields congruently 
with preference for major assignment 
Assigned to major and minor fields ~ongrt,ently 
with preference for minor assignment 
Assigned to field(s) incongruently with any 
preference 
._; . 
_ .... ,_ .. 
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A score of 4 on this scale represents the highest possible degree of 
congnity between teacher preference and the teaching assignment, and a 
score of 1 represents the highest possible degree ot teacher-preference 
misa s s1grun.ent. 
To test the •a~idity of the misassignment scales, Rousseau used 
two tests. He describes the validation procedure and resUlts as foll~ws: 
A complete printout of the pop'u&tion was obtained which gave 
the individual .responses to the it.eas on major and minor fields of 
specialization, ·major and minor fields of. assignment, and field of' 
preference. In addition, ·the individuals' misassignment scores 
were indicated. Appraximateq f':tfty cases of. each ot the misas-
signment scales were compared with · the particular qual.i.tications of 
the teachers. · All of the cases assigned correct misassignment 
scores to ·the teachers. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
As a final test of the validity of components of' the scales. 
an ana:cy.sis of the variance was· completed using as a predictor 
variable the number of university courses that the teacher had 
obtained in his major field of' assignment. The test indicated that 
the greater misassignment occurred where the number of university 
courses was low.2 
The data from this variance test, presented in Table 1 on the next page, 
suggest that the two measures of teacher misassignment are ·valid.3 
The Qeestionnaire 
For the purpose of soliciting information required for the 
research, a questionnaire similar in detaU to Rousseau's was construc-
ted and administered to the sample. Mr. Rousseau used data derived 
f'rom an instrument employed by E. W. Ratsoy in a study done for the 
Alberta Advisor,y Committee ·on Educational Studies, 1969.4 
The questionnaire for this study consisted of multiple choice 
2Ibid.' 52-53. 
-
3Ibid., 53-54. 
-
4n>id •• 2). 
-
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and completion items requiring objective factual responses to fUrnish 
objective data on teacher qualifications and professional preparation, 
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teacher preference, and relevant person~l. professional, and situational 
characteristics. Since the questionnaire asked for only factual infor-
mation, and was based on an instrument which had been used with apparent 
success for similar purposes, face validity is claimed for the instrument. 
TABLE 1 
SUBJECT-FIELD AND TEACHER-PREFERENCE MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO 
TBE NUMBER OF COURSES HELD BY TEACHERS IN THEIR 
SUBJE.CT FIELDS OF MAJOR ASSIGNMENTS 
Number or Courses SUb-fid Tea .. pref Misassignment Misassigmnent in Major Fields 
of Assignments Means Means 
A. < 2 3.4o 2.J8 
B. 3- 4 4.18 2.68 
c. 5 .. 6 4.65 2.96 
D. > 6 4.77 3.10 
Total 4.32 2.83 
Statistical Tests (lL = .05) Values 
F 309.8 193.1 
Significance .001 .001 
Scheffe Comparison A- B A-B 
of Means A- C A- C 
A-D A-D 
B - C B .. C 
B- D B- D 
C-D 
As a further check to ensure that respondents would be able to 
answer all questions as accurately as possible, a trial was carried out 
. , 
·· .. 
. : .. ::;.:~·· .. 
··.:-·.: 
.\":::~.:. 
. :·:.:.·,· 
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soliciting comments on any items presenting difficulty. The Question-
naires for this pilot administration were completed b.f approximate~ 
twenty-five secondar.y school teachers from two school districts in St. 
John's. Subsequent to this study, several minor changes, as suggested 
b,y the respondents, were made to the questionnaire. Perusal of the 
returned questionnaires for the main stu~ revealed no apparent dif-
ficulties of r•spondents in answering all items on the questionnaire. 
Approximate~ seventy per cent of the three hundred questionnaires 
mailed to the subjects for the study were returned with all items com-
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pleted and apparently correct. It was assumed in this study that all 
responses on the returned questionnaires were accurate and represented 
'~'-:·• valid data from the sample. 
; ..... 
.. : . 
II. THE SAMPLE 
The sample for the study was drawn from a population of teachers 
teaching in Newfoundland secondar.y schools as defined in this research. 
As explained previously, the population was delimited to include only 
teachers who taught in schools that were exclusive~ secondar.y. Because 
of the uncertainty of the actual teaching assignm~nts of principals and 
other primarily non-teaching personnele principals were excluded from 
the population in advance of the sample selection, and all other non-
teaching personnel identified on the returned questionnaires were 
excluded from the sample prior to the tabulation of the data. As a 
result of this delimiting process, the population included some 1,900 
teachers representing approxiMatelY seventy per cent of the total 
secondar,y school teaching force in the P~ovince. 
,:. 
JO 
The sample consisted of three hundred teachers randomly selected 
tram the population with the aid of a table of random numbers.S This 
number ~presented approximate~ ten per cent of the entire secondary 
school teaching force. Identification data on members of the population 
were ascertained from the March, 1971 attendance reports from the schools 
concerned to the Department of Education. 
Questionnaires were received from 212 subjects. or these 
questionnaires, one did not contain sufficient information for the 
assignment of misassignment scores;·· and two others were from specialists 
who were not assigned to regular classroom teaching in their schools. 
These questionnaires were not used in the study. Of the remaining 209 
questionnaires, 200 were fully completed and entire~ usable, and nine, 
which contained various omissions of pertinent data on the teachers 
concerned, were usable for most analyses. 
Statistical Description of the Sample 
To facilitate the analysis of the data, the responses on the 
questionnaires were examined to determine appropriate categories for 
comparison of the various characteristics considered in the study. This 
process consisted largely of a tabulation and examination of the 
frequencies of responses on all pertinent items, and the subsequent 
grouping of subjects to form sub-groups of reasonable size for meaning-
ful. comparison. 
5charles E. Clark, Random Numbers in Uniform and Norm~l ~i~tri­
bution with Indices ·for Subsets (San Francisco: Chandl~r Publishing 
Co., 1966). 
-~~ 
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The results of this examination are contained in this sub-
section or the Chapter. The categories illustrated in the tables were 
those used in the data analysis identifYing relationships existing bet-
ween the degrees of misassignment and the various characteristics and 
v.ariables considered in the study. 
In addition to these primary analyses, certain pertinent 
Yariables from among the group of professional characteristics of 
teachers are presented in terms of a variety of personal and situational 
characteristics identified on the returned questionnaires. It is con-
sidered that th6 relationships suggested b,y this latter analysis should 
provide further insights into the ultimate findings or the study. 
Personal Characteristics of Teachers 
All respondents to the questionnaires reported on the personal 
characteristics of sex, marital status, and age. Table 2 presents the 
frequencies of responses on these characteristics, and illustrates the 
particular categorizations of subjects emplqyed in the data analysis. 
The data reported in this table suggest that the s9condary 
school teaching force in Newfoundland is predominantly male and is 
relatively young. or the teachers responding, 72.2 per cent were male, 
and 60.3 per cent were under thirty years of age. Of interest con-
cerning the ages of Newfoundland secondar,y teachers is the fact that 
o~~ 13.8 per cent were over the age of thirty-nine years. These data 
differ markedly from those reported elsewhere in Canada. Rousseau, for 
example, in his study of misassignment in Alberta, 1970, reported that 
for a sample which included about seventy per cent of the entire Alberta 
. .-
·. ·:-· 
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secondary school teaching ~orce, 33.1 per aent were over forty years o~ 
age and only 44.7 per cent were under the age of thirty-one.6 
TABLE 2 
CATIDORIZATIONS OF SUBJECTS BY SEX, MARITAL STATUS, AND AGE 
Characteristics Categoriea 
A. Sex Male 
Female 
Total 
B. Kari ta1 Status Married 
Single 
Total 
c. Age < 25 Trs 
2.5 - 29 yrs 
30 - 39 yrs 
40 + yrs 
Total 
Professional Characteristics of 
Teachers 
Frequencies of Responses 
Number Per Cent 
151 72.2 
.58 27.8 
209 100.0 
143 68.4 
66 31.6 
209 100.0 
56 26.8 
70 33 • .5 
.54 25.9 
29 13.8 
209 100.0 
On the 209 usable questionnaires received rrom the sample, all 
items relating to professional characteristics were completad, except in 
one instance. One teacher did not report his number or years experience 
in his present school. The frequency distributions of responses on the 
6Rousseau, 144-145. 
. · .. ·,· 
... : 
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professional characteristics, and the particular categorizations of 
subjects employed in this research for analyses based on them, are pre-
sented in Tables 3 and 4. 
TABLE 3 
CATEGORIZATIONS OF SUBJECTS BY PREPARATION, AND BY 
EXTENT OF MAJOR FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION 
A. 
Characteristics 
Preparation By 
Tesching Grade 
Certificate 
Total 
B. Extent of Major 
By Number of 
University 
Courses 
Total 
Categories 
0- 2 
3 - 4 
5-7 
0- 2! 
3- 4! 
5- 6t 
7+ 
Frequencies 
Number 
34 
82 
93 
209 
26 
.54 
66 
6) 
209 
of Responses 
Per Cent 
16,) 
39.2 
44.5 
100,0 
12.4 
25.8 
)1.6 
)0.2 
100,0 
Teacher preparation, and extent of major fields of specializa-
tion. Table 3 illustrates the extent of preparation of teachers and the 
-
extent of taachers' major fields of specialization. A tabulation of the 
individual responses indicated that the average teaching grade certifi-
cate held by all teachers in the sample was beyond grade four (4.2). 
Specifica~, 44.5 per cent held a certificate of grade ·five or higher, 
and only 16.3 per cent held certificates lower than grade three, In 
light of these figures, it is probably the case that well over fifty per 
cent of all secondar,y school teachers in Newfoundland hold a minimum of 
~-··-.:~· 
.··-::·:· 
·:_ -)~-
' . ~:: . 
-. . :· .. : 
•. · 
' • 
. . 
. . 
:) 
. . " •• • .• c . o.: -- • .. 
one Bachelor's degree. 
The data on extent of major fields of specialization paralleled 
those on teacher preparation. In this case, 61.8 per cent of the sub-
jects had received five or more full-year courses in the fields of their 
majors, and 30.2 per cent held seven or more. or the 209 respondents, 
only twenty-six {12.4 per cent) held fewer than three courses in their 
major fields of specialization. 
TABLE 4 
CATFIJORIZATIONS OF SUBJECTS BY TOTAL YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE, 
AND YEARS TEACHING PXPERIENCE IN TEACHERS' PRESENT SCHOOLS 
Characteristics Categories 
Frequencies of Responses 
Number Per Cent 
A • Total Years 1 - 2 46 22.0 
Teaching 3 - 5 47 22.5 Experience 
6- 12 75 35.9 
13 + 41 19.6 
Total 209 100.0 
B. Years Teaching 1 65 31.3 
Experience in 2- 3 78 38.0 Present School 
4 - 5 35 16.8 
6 + 29 13.9 
Total 208 100.0 
Teaching Experience. Table 4 presents the categorizations of 
subjects on two aspects of teaching experience. The data on total years 
teaching experience were suggestive again of a relatively young teaching 
force since 44.5 per cent of the teachers reporting had less than six 
-------- --- -- --··-··---··-·-····--·- ·-·· ··-· ··· - ··· •····· . ... ··· ·· ·····- - .. 
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years experience. Also consistently with the data regarding age, rela-
tively ~ew teachers--19.6 per cent with more than twelve years experi-
ence--had been teaching tor a great many years. The data on experience 
in teachers• present schools indicated a relative~ mobile teaching 
force. It is probably signi~icant that only 30.7 per cent had taught in 
their present schools for more than three years, and on~ 13.9 per cent 
had taught in their present schools ~or more than five years. 
Situational Characteristics 
Size o£ community. The categorizations of subjects on the seven 
situational characteristics are presented in Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 • 
Table 5 cont~ins the frequencies of responses fro.m the three classes of 
communities considered in the thesis. These data support a generaliza-
tion previously made that the majority of Newfoundland secondar,y schools 
are located in small towns. As illustrated in the table, 55.9 per cent 
of all teachers reporting were teaching in schools located in communi-
ties with populations less than J,OOO, and a further 20.8 per cent were 
teaehdng in towns whose populations did not in fact exceed 7,500. 
TABlE 5 
CA.TFliORIZATION OF SUBJECTS BY SIZE OF COMMUNITY 
Size of Community Frequencies of Responses 
By Population Number Per Cent 
> 20,000 47 23.3 
),000 - 20,000 42 20.8 
< ),000 113 55 .. 9 
Total 202 100.0 
I·; 
Grade class, size, and denominational tYpe of school, Table. 6 
contains the categorizations of subjeots on the situational characteris-
tica regarding the grade class, size, ~nd denomination~! type of school 
concerned, As illustrated, the majority of teachers (52.2 per cent) 
were teaching in central high schools accommodating all the second~r,y 
grades, Only 16,2 per cent taught in junior high schools, ~~d the 
remaining 31,6 per cent l-Tere teaching in senior high schools, 
TABlE 6 
CATIDORIZATIONS OF SUBJECTS BY GRADE CLASS, SIZE, 
AND DEN<Jt1INATIONAL TYPE OF SCHOOL . 
Characteristics Categories 
Frequencies of Responses 
NUlllber Per Cent 
A, Grade Class of Senior High 66 31.6 
School Central High l\.19 52,2 
Junior High 34 16.2 
Total 209 100,0 
B. Size of School 1 - 9 53 25.6 
By Number of 10 - 15 80 38.6 Teachers 
16 - 25 48 23.2 
26 + 26 12.6 
Total 207 100,0 
c. Denominational Roman Catholic 67 33.2 
Type of School Protestant 135 66.8 
Total 202 100,0 
The size of schools was determined by the number of professional 
educators, including principals, specialists, and teachers, who were 
. ~.~:.:.: ·; 
.. :;. :·~ ~ . . 
. ' ..  ~... 
· · ·,•: 
· .. :, 
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regularly employed in the school. A total of 207 of the usable question-
naires contained the pertinent information on this variable. The data 
revealed that the great majority of teachers (64.2 per cent) were employ-
ed in relatively small schools employing fifteen or fewer teachers. Only 
12.2 per cent taught in sch~ols employing more than twenty-five teachers, 
and a spot check of the questionnaires indicated that these schools were 
located largely in the cities of St. John's and Corner Brook. 
Newfoundland is divided f'or administ:rative purposes into four 
denominational types of school districts: Roman Catholic, Pentecostal, 
Seventh-day Adventist, and Integrated, the latter serving all other 
Protestant denominations. The Pentecostal and the Seventh-day Adventist 
school districts comprise comparatively few schools so that of the 202 
teachers identified b,y schools on the returned questionnaires, only nine 
were teaching in schools of these two types combined. Consequently, for 
purposes of this research, teachers from all Protestant schools were con-
sidered in one combined group and were compared with all teachers from 
Roman Catholic schools making up a second group. As illustrated in Table 
6, the data revealed that 66.8 per cent of all teachers reporting taught 
in Protestant schools, and the remaining 33.2 per cent taught in Roman 
Catholic schools. 
Subject areas of major assignments. In order to compare subject 
areas in the resear•ch, a working definition was determined to specify the 
various types of subject teachers. Two definitions were originally de-
vised and compared for effect in the preliminar,y analysis of the data. 
The first definition defined a given subject teacher as one vrhose 
major assignment was in that particular subject. The second definition 
-';(~-~g- defined a given subject teacher as one whose major or minor assignment 
· ·.-:·'-• " 
was in that particular subject. On comparison, following the analysis .. ~- . . • .. • .. ··:-.~ ·,. 
~A:~: of the data, it was found that the results were virtually the same 
~ '· ·.· : ~: ·. 
: .. _:· .... 
·--·'- -.· regudless of which definition was t!llllployed. Consequentl,y, the first 
·:: : defirdtion only was retained for use in the linu~·analysis ' ~ ':·tbe ;da:ta • 
.. •; 
... ·.· 
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TABLE 7 
CAT&iORIZATION OF SUBJECTS BY SUBJECT 
AREAS OF MAJOR ASSIGNMENTS 
Freq~encies of Responses 
Subject Areas 
Nultber Per Cent 
English 56 2.5.6 
Social St'lldies 40 18.2 
Mathematics 65 29.7 
Science 20 9.1 
French 18 8.J 
Special Areas 20 9.1 
Toul 219 100.0 
Table 7 presents the categorization of' subjects b,y the subject 
areas of teachers' major assignments. Because of the sparcity of num-
bers in some subjects, such as, p~sica1 education. music, and the 
different sciences, certain related subjects were grouped to form com-
bined subject areas. It was found that there were fifty-six English 
teachers teaching English literature and/or English lanc~e or related 
studies; forty social studies teachers teaching histor,y, geography, 
and/or economics; sixty-five mathematics teachers; twenty science 
teachers teaching aey of' physics, chemistry, biology, and earth science; 
-·- -·-- .. -·.:: 
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As illustrated in Table 8, ?9.5 per cent of the teachers repor-
' 
ting were teaching in the subjects of their major assignments for fifty 
per cent or more of their teaching time, and 44 per cent were so assign-
ed for seventy-five per cent or more ot their time. Equally suggestive 
of a relatively healt~ state of assignments, 62.2 per cent of. all 
teachers taught fewer than five different courses, and.on~ 18.7 per 
cent taught more than six different courses. A perusal of the question-
naires indicated ·tbat those teachers who were teaching a number of 
different courses were usuallY teaching related courses or more than one 
course in the same subject. 
Professional Characteristics ot Teachers 
Relative to Teachers' Personal Charac-
teristics and Selected Situational 
Characteristics 
This sub-section contains a series or tables presenting break-
downs of the various professional characteristics of teachers according 
to the personal and situational characteristics examined. It was felt 
that such &·breakdown should be suggestive of relationships which could 
further illuminate the findings presented later 1n the report. For 
convenience, the various personal and situational characteristics are 
grouped in combined tables so that each te.blfi' contains breakdowns on a 
single professional characteristic relative t~ a sGries of other vari-
ables. As was done in the preceding tables, all data presented repre-
sent frequencies of responses on the items concerned. 
A breakdown in terms of the per~on~l characteristics of teachers 
was given tor only ·one of the professiona1 variables considered, namely, 
the extent of teacher preparation. It was felt that there were probably 
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no fUrther important relationships between the personal oharacteristics 
and a~ of the other protessional characteristics examined. 
TABLE 9 
FREQUENCIES OF RESPONSES ON TEACHER PREPARATION RELATIVE 
TO THE PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TEACHERS 
Frequencies ot Responses or. 
Charaoteristice Categories Teaohing Grade ·Held 
0- 2 J-4 5-1 Total 
A. Sex Male 19 58 74 151 
Female 15 24 19 58 
Total 34 82 93 209 
B. Marital Status Married 19 .56 68 143 
Single 15 26 25 66 
Total 34 82 93 209 
c. Age <. 25 yrs 14 28 14 56 
25 - 29 yrs 10 23 37 70 
30 - 39 yrs 6 20 28 54 
40 + yrs 4 11 14 29 
Total 34 82 93 209 
Teacher preparation relative to teachers' personal characteris-
~· Table 9 presents the professior~1 variable, teacher preparation, 
relative to the personal characteristics of teachers. With· respect to 
the characteristics of sex and marital status, it appeared that male 
teachers were more highly qualified than females, and married teachers 
tended to be more highly qualified than single· teachers. On the c}'l..ar-
acteristic of age, while no age group had predominantly low qua1ifica-
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tions, the highest age groups, as was expected, tended to hold higher 
teaching grades. In fact, for all age groups over twenty-four years, 
approximately fifty per cent or more of the teachers in each case held 
qualifications of the highest level considered, grade five or higher. 
Teacher preparation relative to selected situational charac-
teristics. The breakdowns of teacher preparation relative to the seven 
situational characteristics are contained in Table 10. Predictab~, 
qualifications were generally considerab~ higher in the cities and 
larger towns, and in the larger schools. In particular, ot the teachers 
reporting, 70.2 per cant of those in the two cities of St. John's and 
Corner Brook, 50 per cent of those in the larger towns, and 66.2 per 
cent of those from schools employing sixteen or more teachers held a 
,. g:rade five or higher teaching grade certificate. Contrasting with these 
.•: 
findings, only 10.1 per cent of the teachers in the cities and larger 
towns compared to 23 per cent of those in the smallest towns, and only 
8.1 per cent of the teachers in schools employing over fifteen teachers 
compa!".Sd t..o. 28.:3 per cant of the teachers teaching in schools employing 
fewer than ten teachers held the minimum qualifications of grade two or 
lower. 
In the earlier ana~sis (Table 6, page J6) it was shown that the 
majority of teachers taught in central high schools, and less than a third 
taught in junior high schools. It is interesting to note, however, that 
the central high school teachers, as well as the junior high school 
teachers, were considerably l~er qualified than teachers in the senior 
high schools. or the latter group, 69.7 per cent held grade five or 
higher, while 33.9 per cent of those in central high schools, and only 
43 
29.4 per cent ot those in junior high schools held equivalent qualifi-
cations. Of special interest is the fact that in the senior high 
schools, only three per cent of the teachers aployed held lower than 
grade three qualifications. 
TABLE 10 
FREQUENCIES OF RESPONSES ON TEACHER PREPARATION RELATIVE 
TO SELECTED SITUATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Frequencies of Responses on 
Characteristics Categories Teaching Grade Held 
0 - 2 3-4 5-7 Total 
A. Sis• of > 20,000 2 12 33 47 
Ccaauni ty by 3,000 - 20,000 6 15 21 42 Population 
< 3,000 26 50 ':t? _,. 113 
Total 34 77 91 202 
B. Grade Class Senior High 2 18 46 66 
of School Central High 26 46 37 109 
Junior High 6 18 10 34 
,·_ Total 34 82 93 209 
c. Size of School 1- 9 15 21 17 53 
by Number of 10 - 15 13 41 26 80 Teachers 
16 - 25 3 17 28 48 
26 + 3 2 21 26 
Total 34 81 92 207 
D. Denominational Roman ·Catholic 15 27 25 67 
Type or School Protestant 18 52 65 135 
Total 33 79 90 202 
. : . .... :-~ ~- . 
·'. .: -~-
Characteristics 
E. SUbject Area 
of Major 
AssigJ'lDlent 
Total 
F. Courses 
Taught by 
Teacher 
Total 
~ABLE 10--Continued 
Frequencies of Responses 
C.e.tegories Teaching Grade Held 
0 - 2 3- 4 5-7 
English 15 15 26 
Social Studies 5 15 20 
Mathematics 11 24 .30 
Science 4 9 7 
French 0 10 8 
Special Areas 1 12 7 
36 85 98 
1-2 4 15 22 
.3 - 4 15 36 .38 
5-6 6 17 17 
7 + 9 14 16 
34 82 9.3 
44 
on 
Total 
56 
40 
65 
20 
18 
20 
219 
41 
89 
40 
39 
209 
The distribution of teachers by qualifications relative to 
denominational type of school was surprising in that the data indicated 
a tendenc,y for teachers in the Protestant districts to be more hig~ 
qualified than those in Roman Catholic districts. As illustrated in 
Table 10, 51.5 per cent of the Protestant teachers compared to .37 • .3 per 
cent of the Roman Catholic teachers held the maximum qualifications, 
while onlY 1.3 • .3 psr cent of the Protestants compared to 22.4 per cent of 
the Roman Catholics held the minimum qualifications of grade two or 
lower. An examination of the individual data from the questionnaires 
suggested that the Roman Catholic schools probably employed a relatively 
large proportion of teachers who were members of religious orders and 
... ~·· 
·· .:.·; 
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who held rather low qualifications. The information reported £or this 
study was not sufficient to suggest further possible reasons for this 
phen0111enon. 
The data further revealed that there were higher proportions of 
teachers with maximum qualifications teaching in the subject areas of 
social studies, English, mathematics, French, special areas, and science 
in that order. Specific&~, the percentages for these subjeG~s were 
50, 46.4, 46.2, 44.4, 35, and 35 respective~. These figures would 
appear to ·indicate that science and the special subject areas are not as 
well staffed as other areas. However, further ana~sis of the data in 
this table indicates that 95 per cent of the special subject area 
teachers, and 80 per cent of the science teachers did hold .a minimum of 
grade three teaching certificate. Viewed in this way, the remaining 
subject areas of social studies, English, mathematics, and French were 
staffed with teachers holding a minimum of grade three in the propor• 
tiona of 87.5 per cent, 73.2 per cent, 83.1 per cent, and 100 per cent 
respectively. Thus, it can be generalized that, while science teachers 
generally are the least qualified group, all groups, including science 
teachers, are relatively well qualified holding in at least 73.2 per 
cent of all cases a mintmum of grade three qualifications. 
There did not appear to be any significant relationship between 
the number o£ different courses taught by teachers and their particular 
qualifications. Apparently, the number of courses particular teachers 
are assigned to teach in the school programme is governed ~ factors 
other than teachers' general levels of qualifications. There was no 
indication that favouritism was prevalent in this matter, as one might 
have speculated. A possible reason for this may be the .fact that most 
schools are relative~ small, and all teachers genera~ probably must 
be assigned to teach many courses as Q matter o.f necessity. 
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Extent of 111&.1or fields of specialization relative .to selected 
situ&tional characteristics... The fj.ndings , ba.sed. em. the 41.stribution of 
responses on extent of major field of specialization relative to situa-
tional characteristics, illustrated in Table 11, b,y and large paral-
leled those descri~ed regarding teacher preparation. This was to be 
expected since there necessarily was a high correlation between the 
general level of preparation and the number of university courses teach-
ers had received in their major fields of specialization. 
TABLE 11 
FREQUENCIES OF RESPONSES ON EXTENT OF MAJOR FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION 
RELATIVE TO SELECTED SITUATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Frequencies of Responses on Number 
Characteristics Categories of University Courses Held 
0 ·- .. 2t 3 - 4! 5 - 6t 7+ Total 
A. Size of > 20,000 2 6 13 26 47 
Community b,y 3,000 - 20,000 5 9 17 11 42 Population 
<. 3,000 19 37 33 24 113 
Total 26 52 63 61 202 
B. Grade Class Senior High 0 14 22 30 66 
of School Central High 20 31 33 25 109 
Junior High 6 9 11 8 34 
Total 26 54 66 63 209 
. • ' 
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Characteristics 
c. Size of School 
by Number of 
Teachers 
Total 
D. Denominational 
Type or School 
Total 
E. Subject Area 
of Major 
Assignment 
Total 
F. Courses 
Taught by 
Teacher 
Total 
47 
TABLE 11--Contiuued 
Categories 
1- 9 
10 - 15 
16 - 25 
26 + 
Roman Catholic 
Protestant 
English 
Social Studies 
Mathematics 
Science 
French 
Special Areas 
1 - 2 
3 - 4 
5-6 
7 + 
Frequencies of. Re~ponees on NumbGr 
of University Courses Held 
0 - 2t 3 - 4t 5 .. 6t 7+ Total 
11 
11 
2 
2 
26 
12 
14 
26 
ll 
2 
10 
2 
0 
2 
27 
4 
10 
6 
6 
26 
16 
24 
12 
1 
53 
14 
38 
52 
10 
9 
18 
8 
6 
6 
57 
6 
30 
9 
9 
54 
18 
27 
14 
6 
65 
21 
43 
64 
14 
15 
21 
5 
9 
5 
69 
17 
21 
18 
10 
66 
8 
18 
20 
17 
63 
20 
40 
60 
21 
14 
16 
5 
3 
7 
66 
53 
80 
48 
26 
207 
67 
135 
202 
56 
40 
65 
20 
18 
20 
219 
14 41 
28 89 
7 40 
14 39 
209 
There were several minor differences, however. In the former 
analysis it was found that teachers employed in Protestant districts 
tended to hold higher qualifications than those in Roman catholic dis-
tricts. Yet, with one minor exception, in terms of the number of 
. · . . 
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university courses held by teachers in their ma·jor areas of specializa-
tion, there was no apparent difference between the ' two groups of teach-
ers. 
In the ease of the number or courses taught by teachers, the 
breakdown on extent of major field or specialization indieated surpri-
singly that those teachers teaching seven or more courses tended to 
have more courses in their majors. However, for other categories of 
this variable, there was little apparent difference between them rela-
tive to the extent of major fields of specialization. 
Total teaching experience relatiYe to .. selected ·Situational 
characteristics • . . Table · .12 . contains ~ . brea.kdown of the . total years 
teaching experience of teachers relative to five selected . situational 
characteristics. On grade class of school, except in the case ofjunior 
high schoo~s in which teachers showed a slight tendency to have compara-
tivelY more years experience, there were no apparent differences between 
classes. The data indicated that in the three classes, senior high 
schools, central high schools, and junior high schools, 54.4 per cent, 
53.2 per cent, and 64.? per cent respectively had six or more years of 
teaching experience. As was apparent from the breakdown of ages of 
teachers, there were relatively few teachers in any case who had been 
,~~: teaching for more than twelve years. 
There was a tendena,r for smaller schools to have teachers with 
relativelY much experience. For example, of the teachers . in schools 
employing fewer than ten teachers, 58. 7. per cent had six cz- more years 
experience. In contrast to this, only 34.6 per cent of the teachers in 
schools employing more than twenty-five teachers had equivalentexpe~ience. 
__ · __ : .... ~.: : ~:· . .:. - . -- ... ...•........ ..· .. .. ~·:..:.: . .:....;.._ .......... . ~~- : .. · . . . .... :.- ... . 
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TABLE 12 
FREQUENCIES OF RESPONSES ON .TOTAL YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE 
RElATIVE TO SELECTED SITUATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Frequencies ot Responses on Total 
. . Years T!'&ching Experience Cbara.cteristics Categories 
1 - 2 3- 5 6- 12 13+ Total 
A. Grade Class Senior High 10 20 25 11 66 
o£ School Central High 30 21 '36 22 109 
Junior High 6 6 14 8 34 
Total 46 47 75 41 209 
B. Sise or School 1 - 9 11 11 15 16 53 
by Number or 10 - 15 23 Teachers 15 31 11 80 
16 - 25 8 8 23 9 48 
26 + 4 13 5 4 26 
Total 46 47 74 40 207 
,: . ::::;: 16 16 . ·16 67 . . .. ' ~ :~ ~.- c. Denominationa.l Roman Catholic 19 :-._::· "/::~. 
. --~ : Type ot School 26 31 57 21 135 ... ·. -:· Protestant 
.... 
·- . .. " 45 Total 47 73 37 202 
D. Subject Area English 20 6 20 10 56 
or Major Social Studies 6 8 16 10 40 
Assignment 
13 18 22 12 65 Mathematics 
Science 3 6 9 2 20 
" . 
" 
French . 2 7 5 4 18 
Special Areas 4 6 5 5 20 
Total 48 51 77 43 219 
E. Courses 1- 2 9 8 20 4 41 
Taught by J-4 12 25 32 20 89 
Teacher 
!") - 6 12 5 15 8 40 
7 + 13 9 8 9 39 
Total 46 47 75 41 209 
~ 
There were 128 teachers who taught in schools employing from ten to 
twenty-five teachers. The majority of these teachers had from six to 
twelve years of experience. 
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Although it appeared evident from the data reported on the 
questionnaires that teachers in Roman Catholic schools were relatively 
older tban those in Protestant schools, the proportions of teachers 
r~lative to t~aching experience suggested that the average number of 
years expe~ence for te~ohe~s i~ Roman Catholic schools was in fact 
lower than that for teachers in Protestant schools. ot the Protestant 
teachers, ~·7 per cent, compared to 47.8 per cent of the Roman catholic 
teachers, had six or more years teaching experience. However, the lar-
gest segment of the Protestant teachers, amounting to 42.2 per cent, 
fell in the 6 - 12 years of experience eategor.y. 
The data revealed no apparent differences between subject are~s 
of major assignments on the experience variable. In terms of the number 
of courses taught by teachers, there appeared to be a tendency for 
teachers with less than three years experience to be assigned to teach 
many courses in the school programme. In all other cases, the findings 
were similar indicating that the greatest proportion of teachers, 
regardless of the number of courses they were teaching, had between six 
and twelve years of experience. 
III. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE 
The study was conducted in a number of stages over a period of 
several months during 1971-72. The complete project entailed a variety 
of separate activities which are referred to here as the operational 
.. 
IIi ~ ~i!i ~ff ~fit; I procedure. 'lbese activities in ordel' ot .,.,.,....._08 ......., as f'ollows: .5l 
·.::.:·::: 
'.:.· ·:· 
~:. ~ ; 
. ·:_: 
1. The names and addresses ot all teachers 1n the population were 
COlllpiled tr0111 the March, 1911 attendance reports from the schools con-
cerned to the DepartMent of Education. 
2. The entire list of names in the population were assigned num-
bers, and three hundred teachers were rand~ selected to fol'll the 
sample toze the study. 
). A preliminar-y draf't or the questionnaire vas constructed and 
administered to approximately tventy-tive teAchers employed in two 
school districts in St. John's, Newfoundland. In this administration of 
the questionnaire, comments were solicited tro. the subjects for pos-
sible improv.•ents to the instrument. 
4. The final questionnaire for the main study was prepared incor-
porating some lllinor changes as suggested by the respondents in the pilot 
s.tudy • 
5. The questionnaire was adMinistered and coll.ected by mail. For 
these purposes, the following correspondence was employed: 
a) A letter was sent to superintendents whose districts were 
represented in the sample notif'ying th811l that the research would be 
carried out. 
b) A letter was sent to the prineipa1s of all schools repre-
sented in the sample explaining the nature of the research, . and re-
questing their support.by encouraging teachers selected fr0111 their 
schools to complete and return the questionnaires. 
c) .A letter. was sent · to all teachers in the sample notifying 
them that they had been selected as subjects for the study. This 
··• ;;·- ·· 
· ... · 
. :· 
. .. ..... ·--~ -·-- ..... . _._ ·- ··~<··· ··- · .. ·.~ .... .. .. ... . 
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letter also explained the nature of the research and requested their 
cooperation and assistance. 
d) The questionnaires were mailed to the subjects May 20, 19?1. 
Two week~ follow111g this date, on June Jrd, a follow-up letter was 
maUed to each subject in an effort to obtain . some questionnaires 
that had not been received b,y that date. 
6. Individ~al data on the questionnaires were collated in a pre-
liminary .form to facilitate the data analysis. and statistical tests 
were performed . on the data with the aid of a computer programme avail-
able at Memorial University of' Newfoundland. 
7. Following completion of the study' and the writing of the report 
in August, 19?2, an abstract of the findings and recOllllllendations was 
prepared and mailed to all superintendents and principals of schools 
from which subjects for the sample .bad been selected. 
IV. TREATMENT OF THE DATA 
The data treatment, consisting of several kinds of statistical 
analyses, was conducted in two stages. Preliminary to stage one of the 
treatment, all individuals responding we~e assigned subject-field and 
teacher-preference misassignment scores b,y the application of' the men-
suration instruments previously described. Stage one, then, consisted 
of the computation of subject-field and teacher-preference misassign-
ment means, and a tabulation of the number and percentage of· teachers 
misassigned in terms of' the school-division orientations of their 
preparation programmes. These data represented .the mean degrees of sub-
ject-field and teacher-preference misassignment, . and the degree of 
:·:.. .... ...... ·._ ._:. .... . 
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school-division misassignment respectively of the aggregate of teachers 
in the sample. 
No further treatment of these data was undertaken at this stage. 
However, in the report of the data analysis, findings with respect to 
subject-field and teacher-preference misassignment were further illus-
trated by a tabular presentation and discussion of the frequency dis-
tributions of scores for the entire sample. 
In stage two of the data treatment, degrees or each of the three 
aspects of misassignment were analyzed in terms of the personal and pro-
fessional characteristics of teachers and certain situational charac-
teristics. In the case of subject-field and teacher-preference misas-
signment, two statistical tests were applied to determine the signifi-
canoe of apparent relationship~ ·with each characteristic examined. 
First, an analysis of the variance was made by the use of the Fisher 
test for heterogeneity of variance. Secondly, where a significant 
, 
difference at the .05 level was obtained in the Fisher test, Scbeffe's 
Multiple Comparisons test was used to determine significant differences 
9 between means at the .05 level. 
To determine whether the observed frequencies of school-
division misassignment were indicative of significant relationships 
between misassignment and each characteristic considered, the Chi Square 
test of independence was employed.10 The .05 level of significance was 
applied to all tests. 
9G. A. Ferguson, Statistical Analysis in Psychology and Educa-
tion (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1966), 281-297. 
-
lOJbid., 200-204. 
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SUMMARY 
This chapter described the instruments used in the research and 
the methodology for the treatment of the data. Mensuration scales 
devised and tested by Dominic A. Rousseau in his study of misassignment 
in Alberta (1970) were used to measure subject-field and teacher-pre-
ference ~isassignment, and a tabulation of teachers who had not studied 
high school me~hods in their training programmes was employed to indi-
cate the degree of school-division misassignment • 
The questionnaire used for the survey was devised by the re-
searcher and refined in a pilot study carried out in two school districts 
in St. John's. Approximately seventy per cent of the original three 
hundred subjects in the sample returned the questionnaires. 
Relationships between misassignment and the various characteris-
tics were tested for significance at the .05 level by the use of the one-
way analysis of variance (Fisher), the Scheffe Multiple Comparison of 
Means test, and the Chi Square test of independence. 
A statistical breakdown of the data on the returned que~tion-
naires revealed that the secondar,y school teaching force was predomin-
ately male and relatively young, and a large majority were married. The 
average qualifications held by all teachers was beyond grade four, and 
b,y and large, teachers had few years of teaching experience. 
Most teachers were teaching in relatively small schools located 
in small communities of less than 3,000 population. Over half of the 
teachers taught in central high schools, and over half taught in schools 
located in Protestant school districts. The subject areas of English 
and mathematios accounted for the majority of teachers reporting, and 
. .-. 
. ::-. 
. : 
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most teachers spent large proportions of their teaching time in their 
major assignments teaching all together relative~ few different courses 
in the school programme. 
FUrther analysis showed that qualifications tended to be higher 
tor teachers who were male, older, married, and Protestant, and for 
those in the cities and larger tow-ns, in sanior high schools, and in 
the larger schools generally. The subject areas of social studies and 
English appeared to have the highest qualified teachers, while science 
.and special area teachers appeared to be the least qualified • 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Chapter III presents the data analysis and the findings of the 
study. The 1'indings are presented in 1'1ve sections: Seetton I contains 
the ana~sis and ~indings regarding the overall levels and general pre-
valence ot misassignment; Sections II, III, and IV present the findings 
regarding relationships revealed b,y the data between misassignment and 
the selected personal, professional, and situational characteristics 
respectively. The ~inal section of the chapter presents a summar.y of 
the complete findings ot the study. 
I. THE GENERAL PREVALENCE OF MISASSIGNMENT 
In terms o1' the aggregate o~ the sample, the data analysis indi-
. , .· cated that misassignment of each of the three types examined--subject-
~ield, teacher-preference, and school-division misassignment--was preva-
lent in var.ying degrees among Newfoundland secondary school teachers. 
The overall means for subject-field and teacher-preference misassignment 
were 3.56 (1 - 6 scale) and 2.98 (1 - 4 seale) respectively, and the 
tabulation for school-division misassignment showed that 25.4 per cent 
of the teachers reporting had not studied high school methods in their 
preparation programmes (see page 26 for illustrations of the misassign-
ment scales). The tQbles in this section illustrate speeificaliy the 
distributions of scores on the various misassignment scales. 
I 
~ ;~-
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The overall mean of 3.56 on the subject-field misassignment 
scale is indicative of a considerably high degree of subject-field mis-
assignment. With reference to the assignment descriptions emplo.yed in 
the scale, this mean suggests that a relatively large number of teachers 
were assigned to residual subject areas of specialization. Table 13 
illustrates that, in fact, of all the teachers reporting, 10.5 per cent 
were assigned to residual areas entira~; a further 43.6 per cent were 
assigned to residual areas in addition to the areas of their major and 
minor fields or sp~eialization. Hene~. it i~ G~!iv!d;,;.&-ad that a total of 
.54.1 per cent were serious~ m1sass1gned in varying degrees. 
TABLE 13 
FREQ~~CY DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE 
SUBJECT-FIELD MISASSIGNMENT SCALE M-1 
Subject-field ·Frequencies of Responses 
Misassignment 
Number Per Cent Scores 
6 35 16.? 
5 29 13.9 
4 32 15.3 
3 58 2?.8 
2 33 15.8 
1 22 10.5 
Total 209 100.0 
Table 14 illustrates the distribution of scores on the teacher-
preference misassignment scale. On this criterion, .although the overall 
mean of 2.98 was fairly low, teachers appeared to be comparatively better 
assigned since ?6 per cent of the aggregate were assigned to their major 
.... ·. 
:~ 
_ .. _. - ------ ·-· .. ..._ ~._ ... _. _.,... __ ..... ... ~ ..... , ---· ·· ··· - · 
assignment fields congruentl7 with their preferences for these fields. 
A further J2 per cent were assigned to their major and minor fields 
congruently with declared preferences for their minors. Only 12 per 
cent of all the teachers reporting were assigned entirely incongruently 
with any preference. 
TABLE 14 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON THE 
TEACHER-PREFERENCE MISASSIGNMENT SCALE M-2 
Teacher-preference Frequencies· of · Responses 
Misassignment 
Scores Number Per Cent 
4 44 21.0 
3 115 55.0 
2 25 12.0 
1 25 12.0 
Total 209 100 .• 0 
The tabulation illustrating the degree of school-division mis-
assignment is presented in Table 15. As indicated, a total of flft,y-
three teachers were misassigned ·in this respect. Of this total, amoun-
ting to 25.4 per cent of the sample, forty-one indicated that they had 
studied elementary methods, one that she had studied primary methods, 
and eleven that they had not prepared professionally to teach in any 
particular school division. 
It is recognized thB. t the three types of misassignment do not 
necessarily lend themselves to direct comparison, and no attempt was 
made in this research to effect such a comparison. .However, on an 
informal basis, through a consideration of the actual assignment 
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descriptions employed in the scales, some genenl notio.t of comparison 
can be derived. It is considered on this basis that subject-field 
misassignment is prevalent to a considerab~ . great degree, school-
division misassignment, though also extensive, is perhaps somewhat less 
acute, and teacher-preference misassignment is the least. prevalent and 
serious of the three types. 
TABLE 15 
FREQUENCIES OF RESPONSES ON THE SCHOOL-DIVISION ORIENTATIONS 
OF TEACHERS• PREPARATION PROGRAMMES 
School-division Frequencies of . Respcmses 
Orientations Number Per Cent 
None8 11 5.3 
Primary 1 o.s 
Elementaey 41 19.6 
Sub-total 53 25.4 
High School 156 74.6 
Total 209 100.0 
8 Tbese teachers had studied under various arts and science pro-
grammes, and had not received any professional training to teach. 
A comparison of these findings with those made b,y Rousseau in 
Alberta is of interest. In his study of Alberta secondary school 
teachers, Rousseau found an overall mean of 4.32 on the subject-field 
misassignment scale (1- 6 scale).1 This mean, considerably higher than 
lDominic A. Rousseau, "The Assignment and Misassignment of Sec-
condary School Teachers in Alberta" (unpublished Master's thesis, The 
University of Alberta, 1970), 58. 
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that tound in the present research, led Rousseau to conclude that the 
typical Alberta secondary school teacher was assigned either to his 
major or minor area of specialization entirely, or to both his major and 
minor areas exclusively.2 Thus, a higher degree of misassignment is 
prevalent in Newfoundland than was found to be prevalent in Alberta in 
1969-70. 
The overall mean on teacher-preference misassignment found in this 
study compared much more favourably with that found by Rousseau in 
Alberta. These means were 2.98 and 2.83 (1 - 4 scale) for Newfoundland 
and Alberta respectively.J Although the difference is probably not 
statistically significant, actua~ in Newfoundland a smaller proportion 
of the teachers were found to be assigned incongruently with their pre-
terence than was the case in Alberta. 
Rousseau posited a number of reasons for the. degrees of misas-
signment which he found. Some of the most interesting of these included 
the inability of the non-city districts to attract highly qualified 
teachers and at the same time offer programmes which are comparable to 
those found in city schools; the fact that English departments in schools 
are usua~ so large that there is an excessiYe~ great demand for Eng-
lish teachers, some of whom must be taken from other subject areas; and 
the fact that many teachers who have specialized in English at univer-
sity may, because of a conflicting preference, choose to teach in other 
subject fields.4 Undoubtedly, these and other reasons suggested by 
Rousseau apply in the Newfoundland case as well. 
2 Ibid., 59. 
.......... 
3Ibid., 58. ~id., 60 & 64. .......... 
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In light or the apparent difference between the degree or 
subject-£ield misassignment and the degree of teacher-preference mis-
assignment round in this study, a £urther reason may be posited for the 
comparatively high degree of subject-field misassignment in Newfound-
land. It would appear that administrators are willing to tolerate a 
high degree of subject-field misassignment in order to provide teachers 
with assignments in the areas of their preferences which evidently con-
flict in many eases with their subject areas of specialization. If this 
is indeed the case, there is an implication here for improvement of 
assignment practices b,y administrators. It is also probable that sub-
ject-£ield misassignment could only be reduced under present circum-
stances at the expense of teacher-preference assignment. 
There may be an implication here as well for administrators and 
others involved in the selection and training of student teachers at 
university. It may be the case that insufficient guidance is provided 
for student teachers when they plan their training programmes. Appar-
ently, student teachers while at university are permitted to specialize 
in subject areas other than those in which they prefer to teach, or for 
which there is a demand for teachers in the schools. 
II. MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO TEACHERS' 
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Only one of the misassignment types ·was found to b e signifi-
cantly related to either of the personal characteristics of sex, marital 
status, and age. As noted in Table 16, the Chi Square test on the fre-
quency distribution of school-division misassignment indicated that a 
.-.:: · 
·.:. 
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significant relationship existed between school-division misassignment 
and teachers 1 sex. Specificalcy, the tabulation or observed and expec-
ted frequencies indicated that female teachers were more typically 
misassigned than were male teachers. 
TABLE 16 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO THE SEX OF TEACHERS 
.$ub,.tld Tea-pref' Sch-div 
Teachers• .Mis'mt l.fls'mt Mis;mt 
Sex n .Frequencies Means Means 
0 E 
A. Male 1.51 ).48 ).05 28 )8.29 
B. Female 58 ).76 2.79 2.5 14.71 
Total 209 J • .56 2.98 .53 53.00 
Statistical Tests• Values 
F 1.27 0.65 
--
x2 9.9? 
Significanceb NS NS < .01 
, 
Scheffe Comparison NS NS 
ot Means 
8 The .05 level of significance was used in all tests. 
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
Tables 17 and 18 illustrate the findings relative to marital 
status and age. While no statisticallY.significant relationships were 
found with any of the misassignment typ3s, the examination of the raw 
data suggested some tendencies with respect to school-division mis-
assignment. In particular. there appeared to be slight tendencies ~or 
single teachers to be more typically misassigned than married teachers. 
and tor the youngest teachers to be more typica~ misassigned than the 
oldest teachers. This suggests the possibility that relatively large 
proportions of new or beginning teachers in the secondary schools have 
not prepared speci~ically to teach secondar,y students. This could 
mean that a disproportionate number o~ student teachers are being chan-
nelled into primary and elementary programmes while at university. 
TABLE 17 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO THE MARITAL STATUS OF .TEACHERS 
Teachers• 
Marital Status 
A. Married 
B. Single 
-Total 
Statistical ~estsa 
F 
xt. 
'"' Sigr.df'icance-
, 
Scheffe Comparison 
of Means 
n 
143 
66 
209 
Sub-fid 
Mis'mt 
Means 
J-57 
J.SJ 
).56 
o.o3 
~1~ 
........ 
NS 
Tea-pre~ Sch-div 
Mis'mt Mis'mt 
Frequencies 
Means 0 E 
2.89 Jl 36.26 
J.l8 22 16.74 
2.98 53 5).00 
Values 
0.90 
2.41 
NS NS 
NS 
--
aThe .05 level of significance was used in all tests. 
~ch significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
:· ·.: 
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TABLE 18 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO THE AGE OF TEACHERS 
SUb-fld Tea.-prer Sch-div 
Teachers• Mis'mt His •mt Mis'mt 
Age: n Frequencies 
Means Means 
0 E 
A. < 25 years 56 J.59 ).16 21 14.20 
B. 25- 29 years 70 ).84 2.91 16 17.75 
c. JO - J9 years 54 ).24 2.94 12 13.69 
D. 40 + years 29 3.41 2.86 4 7.36 
Total 209 ).56 2.98 53 53.00 
Statistical ~e.ts• Values 
F 1.58 0.20 
--
x.'" 5.17 
Significanceb NS NS NS 
, 
Scheffe Comparison NS NS 
of Means 
a The .05 level of significance was used i;n .~1.1 tests. 
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
III. MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO TEACHERS' 
PROFESSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
All but one of the five professional characteristics examined in 
the ~se~~eh were significantly related to some aspect of misassignment. 
However, as was the case with the personal characteristics, again no 
significant relationship was found between any of the professional char-
acteristics and the teacher-preference aspect of misassignment. The 
specific findings regarding the relationships between misassignment and 
~ 
f 
t 
r· 
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i ~ each of the professional characteristics are presented and discussed in 
I• , 
~ tbis section. 
" ~ 
~ 
Teacher Preparation 
The analyses for the three aspects-o£ lllisassignment relative to 
teacher preparation are presented in Table 19. As illustrated in the 
table, significant relationships were found between preparation and each 
of subject-field and school-division misassignment. No relation was 
found between preparation and teacher-preference misassignment. 
TABLE 19 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO TEACHER PREPARATION 
SUb-fld Tea-pref Sch-div 
Mis'mt Mis'mt Mis'mt 
. Preparation, by n Frequencies Teaching Grade Held Means Means 0 E 
A. 0- 2 34 J.06 2.65 17 8.62 
B. J- 4 82 J.J7 3.00 30 20.80 
c. 5-7 93 3.91 J.09 6 23.58 
Total 209 3.56 2.98 53 53.00 
Statistical Tests8 Values 
F 4.83 o.56 
x_2. 25.33 
Significaneeb .01 NS <. .01 
Scheff~ Comparison A - C NS 
of Means 
aThe .05 level of significance was used in all t~sts. 
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
Three levels of teacher preparation, based on teaching grade 
certti'ieates held by the teachers, were determined for the analyses. 
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On subject-field misassignment, the analysis of variance indicated that 
the group means were heterogeneous. / When the Scheffe test was subse-
quently applied, it was found that, while the mean for the middle group 
(group B) was not signif'icantly different fran either of the other two, 
the mean for the lowest qualified group (group A) was significantly. 
lower than that tor the highest qualU'ied group (group C). These 
results suggested that . subject-field misassignment was greater for 
teachers who held the lowest qualifications, namely, grade two or lower. 
The results ot the Chi Square test on the frequene,y distribution 
of school-division misassignment also indicated a significant relation-
ship at the .os level with teacher preparation. An examination or the 
~: observed and expected frequencies suggested that a great tendency 
existed for lower qualified teachers to be more typically misassigned 
than higher qualified teachers. Specifically, the observed frequencies 
for groups A and B exceeded the expected frequencies b.Y approximately 
100 per cent and 60 per cent respectively. In contrast, the expected 
frequency for group C was almost four times as large as the observed 
frequency. 
Training Programme· Orientation 
The findings regarding misassignment relative to the school-
division orientations of teachers' training programmes showed that the 
two groups--teachers with high school. methods, and teachers without high 
school methods--were significantly different in terms of subject-field 
: : -~:; .. : 
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misassignment. Teachers who had studied high school methods scored 
significantly higher on the M-1 Scale than those who had not. indicating 
that the former group was less . typically misassigned than the latter 
group. No significant differences . were found on the teacher-preference 
aspect .\4 misassignment relative to training programme orientation. 
Bowwer. the r&w data indicated that on the M-2 Misassignment Seale 
also. teachers with high school methods tended to score .higher indi-
cating a lower degree of misassignment. 
TABLE 20 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO THE SCHOOL-DIVISION ORIENTATIONS 
OF TEACHERS' TRAINING PROORAMMES 
Teachers• Subject-field Teacher-preference Misassignment Misassignment 
Training Progr&111Dle n 
Orientations Means Mean~ 
A • High School 1.56 3.69 ,3.10 
B. Non-high School 53 ,3.17 2.64 
Total 209 3.56 2.98 
Statisti~al .. Testsa Values 
F 4 • .39 1.90 
Signif'icaneeb .04 NS 
Scheff' Comparison A- B NS 
of Means 
aThe .05 level of significance was used in all. tests. 
bEach signifie~nce value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
. ··- . ---·- ·-·--- ---- -- -···- ----- ·· · ··· ·-· -· · ··· · ··· · ~· - -· 
·· ····· · .... . .. . 
Extent or Major Field of Specialization 
The extent or teachers' major fields of specialization was 
indicated b,y the number of full-year university courses held in the 
major field. On this variable, the findings paralleled. those on the 
teacher preparation variable indicating generally that both subject-
field and school-division misassignment increased as the number of 
TABLE 21 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO THE NUMBER OF COURSES 
IN MAJOR FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION 
Sub-fid. 
. Mis'mt 
Tea-pref 
Mis'mt 
Sch-div 
Mis'mt Number of Courses 
1n Major Fields n 
Means Means 
Frequencies 
0 E 
68 
A. 0 - 2-i 26 3.08 
,3.19 
3.68 
3.95 
2.69 15 6.59 
Be 3- 4i 54 2.65 20 13.69 
c. 5- 6t 66 ,3.27 11 16.74 
D. 7 + 63 3.08 7 1,5.98 
Total 209 3.56 2.98 53 53.00 
Statistical Tests4 Values 
F 1.11 
x..2. 20.66 
Signi£icanceb .02 NS < .01 
, 
Scheffe Comparison NS NS 
of Means 
&The .05 level of significance was us.ed in al;l :tests. 
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test ~alue immediately above it. 
0 
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Speci!ica~, however, in the case of subject-field misassign-
ment, although the analysis of variance indicated heterogeneity at the 
.02 level ot significance, no significant differences at the acceptable 
.05 level of significance were obtained through the Scheffe comparison 
of the means. This was SOltlewhat surprising since one would expect a 
higher correlation between teaching grade levels (which did 5how signifi-
cant differences between group means) and the number of courses in major 
fields of specialization than these data sugge~t. - The Scheffe test did 
yield, in at least two cases, probabilities of differences which close]Jr 
approached an acceptable 1evel of significance. The two lowest groups 
(groups A and B) differed from the highest group (group D) with proba-
bilities of .12 and .07 respectively. (JUl.an L. Eawards ~plains that 
the Scbeffe test is in fact a conservative test in that larger ·differ-
"' ences are required for significance, and he notes that Scheffe suggests 
that with this test one might consider taking~= 0.10 rather than 
C(. • o.os.5) In light of this, it seems highly probable that the 
differences referred to here are indicative of significant t~~deneiss 
at least. One is led to conclude that subject-field misassignment is 
greater for teachers who have completed relatively few courses in their 
major fields of specialization. 
With respect to school-division misassignment, as the table 
indicates, the relationship between misassignment and the extent of 
teachers' majors was highly significant. Examination of the raw data 
shows clearly that teachers with fewer .courses were more typically 
5Allan L. Edwards, Eltperiments•l·' Design in Psychological Reseai"Ch 
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1968), 151. 
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misassigned than those with comparative~ ma~ courses. or the fifty-
three teachers misassigned b,y school division, approximately two-thirds 
held fewer than five courses in their majors. 
teaching EXperience 
Two aspects of teaching experience were considered: the total 
years of teaching experience, and the number of years experience teachers 
had in their present schools. Consistently with most studies of assign-
ment-misassignment, no significant relationships were found between 
either of the experience variables and either subject-field. or teacher-
preference misassignment. However, in the case of total years experi-
ence, certain tendencies were apparent from the raw data, and a sig-
nificant relationship was found between this variable and the school-
division aspect, of misassignment. 
The rank order of means on both the subject-field and the 
teacher-preference scales suggested possible tendencies for teachers 
with relatively few total. years experience to be les·s typically mis-
assigned in both respects • . On the subject-field misassignment scale, 
the means ranged in uninterrupted order frOJil 3.89 to 3.15 {1 - 6 scale); 
on the teacher-preference misassignment scale, the means ranged also in 
uninterrut*;-eCi order from 3.20 to 2.85 {1 - 4 scale). The school-division 
misassignment tabulation indicated more clearly that in terms of total 
years experience, there was &· marked relationship with school-division 
llrl.sassignmen.t. Teachers wi tb relatively few years t.ot-!l.l experience were 
more seriously misassigned than those with many years of experience. 
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TABIE22 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO TOTAL YEARS EXPERIENCE 
SUb-fid Tea-pref Sch-diY 
Total Years Mis'mt Mis'mt Mis'mt 
or Experience n 
M~ns Means 
Frequencies 
0 E 
A. 1 - 2 46 ).89 ).20 18 11.66 
B. 3- 5 47 3.74 2.96 10 11.92 
c. 6- 12 75 3.46 2.93 21 19.02 
D. 13 + 41 ).15 2.85 4 10.40 
Total 209 ).56 2.98 53 53.00 
Statistical Tests8 Values 
F 1.94 0.23 
--
X: -- 7.91 
Significanceb NS NS ".05 
Scheffe Comparison NS NS 
of Means 
aThe .05 level or significance was used in all tests. 
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
Table 23 indicates that no relationships significant at the .05 
level were obtained between school experience and a~ of the misassign-
ment types. The school experience variable was included in the study at 
the suggestion or certain prominent educators in the Province who had 
posited informally that teachers •vith long tenure 1-Tould probably be 
given special consideration in the matter of assignments so that gener-
ally they would be better assigned. The results of this study indicate 
that, on the contrary, teachers with long tenure were misassigned just 
as frequently as those with comparatively little experience in their 
present schools. The raw scores indicated that teachers with the 
least number of years experience in their present schools tended to be 
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better assigned than were those with long tenure. The highest means on 
both the subject-field and the teacher-preference misassignment scales 
were obtained for teachers in their first years at their present schools. 
TABLE 23 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO YEARS EKPERIENCE IN 
TEACHERS' PRESENT SCHOOLS 
n 
Sub-fld 
Mis'mt 
Tea-prer 
Mis'mt 
Sch-div 
Mis'mt Years Experience in Present 
Schools Frequencies 
A. 1 
B. 2 - 3 
c. 4- 5 
D. 6 + 
Total 
statistical Tests4 
F 
x.z. 
Signi.ficanceb 
Scheff~ Comparison 
of Means 
65 
78 
35 
29 
208 
Means 
).89 
3.54 
3.17 
3.38 
3.57 
1.84 
--
NS 
NS 
Means 
0 
3.20 21 
2.85 19 
2.89 7 
2.97 6 
2.98 53 
Values 
0.37 
NS 
NS 
&The .05 level of significance was used in all tests. 
E 
16.82 
19.87 
8.92 
7.39 
5).00 
1.75 
NS 
bEach significance value reported i n this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
IV • MISASSIGNMENT REI.ATIVE TO SELECTED 
SITUATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
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The research examined seven situational characteristics which 
all together defined the conditions unde~ which teachers operated in 
.their various assignments. These characteristics included the type of 
community by population size, the grade class, size, and denominational 
type ot schools in which teachers were employed, the subject areas of 
their major assignments and the proportion of their teaching time spent 
in these assigl'llllents, and the number of di.f:ferent courses teachers 
taught in the school programme. Signi:ficant relationships were found 
between Misassignment and the situational characteristics in all but 
two cases. No aspect of misassignment was significantly related to the 
denominational type of school, or to the subject areas of teachers' 
major assignments. Again, no relation was found between the teacher-
preference aspect of misassignment and any of the situational charac-
teristics. 
Size of Community 
Surprisingly, only one misassignment type was signi:ficantly 
related to the size of community in which teachers were teaching. As 
illustt•ated in Table 24, the subject-field misassignment mean for city 
teachers was considerably higher than those !or the other two groups. 
The Scheffe test indicated that ·the mean for city teachers was .signifi-
cantly higher than that for teachers teaching in towns of populations 
less than 3,000, and higher than the ·mean for teachers teaching in the 
larger towns at a significance level of .10. Although the mean score 
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tor large towns exceeded tha.t. . tor srtU11l towns, the Scheff6 test indica-
ted no significant difference between them. It is concluded that the 
significant point or division on this variable is between city teachers 
and non-city teachers with the latter being more seriously misassigned 
than the former. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
TABLE 24 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO THE SIZE OF Ca-ooJNITY 
Community 
Populations 
> 20,000 
3,000 - 20,000 
< 3,000 
Total 
$llb-fid 
Mis'mt 
n 
Means 
47 4.19 
42 3.48 
113 3.35 
202 3.57 
Tea-pref Sch-div 
Mis'mt Mis'mt 
Means 
Frequencies 
0 E 
2.94 8 12.36 
3.48 10 10.93 
2.81 35 29.71 
2.98 53 53.00 
Statistical Tests• Values 
F 4.95 1.,56 
x2. 1.63 
Signiticanceb .ol NS NS 
r Scheffe Comparison A-C NS 
of Means 
4 The .05 level of significance was used in all tests. 
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
The mean scores on the teacher-preference misassignment scale 
were surprising in that teachers in the larger towns making up the 
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middle group had the highest mean score. On the basis of the raw data. 
although neither the Fisher test nor the Soheffe test indicated any 
relationships signif'icant at the .05 level. it appeared that teachers 
in the smallest towns and teachers in the cities tended to be more 
seriously misassigned than those in the larger towns. 
The analysis in terms ot school-division misassignment indicated 
that there was no relation between school-division misassignment and the 
size o£ the cOIIDIIU!lity in which a teacher was teaching. While teachers 
in the cities were not as frequently misassigned as those in the small-
est towns, the Chi Square test indicated that the dif'ference was not 
signif'icant. 
Grade Class of School 
The findings with respect to the class of school showed that 
. ,;:.: :~~:-~~r: ;· significant. relationships existed in terms of both subject-field and 
·' ;.·. 
··-;. 
:- .. ·· 
·. :; 
school-division misassignment. Only in terms of the raw data was there 
a tendene,y apparent with respect to teacher-preference misassignment. 
For the three as~cts of misassignment, teachers in senior high schools 
tended to be better assigned than thnse in the other two classes of · 
schools. 
The Fisher test for homogeneity of variance indicated signifi-
cant differences among the means for subject-field misassignment. When 
the means were compared in· the Scheffe· test, it was found that teachers 
in senior high schools scored significantly higher than those in central 
high schools. However, although the mean .for senior high school teachers 
was also considerably higher than that for junior high school teachers, 
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this difference was not found to be significant. Thus, there is a sharp 
distinction between senior high schools and all other high schools in 
terms ot subject-field misassignment with senior high schools having the 
least degree of misassignment. 
A. 
B • 
. 
c. 
TABLE 25 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO THE GRADE ClASS OF SCHOOL 
Grade Classes 
of Schools 
Senior High 
Central High 
Junior High 
Total 
n 
66 
109 
34 
209 
Sub-tld 
Mis'mt 
Means 
4.05 
3.27 
3.56 
3.56 
Tea-pref Sch-div 
Mis'mt M1s'mt 
Freqp.encies 
Means 0 E 
3.12 5 16.74 
2.92 J6 2?.64 
2.91 12 8.62 
2.98 53 53.00 
Statistical Tests4 Values 
F 5.20 0.22 
x2 12.08 
Significanceb .01 NS < .01 
Scheffe Comparison A- B NS 
of Means 
aThe .05 level of significance was used in all te~ts. 
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
In terms of school-division misassignment, the Chi Square test 
indicated a significant relationship with the class of school. 
Specifically, the observed frequency for senior high school teachers 
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vas less than 30 per cent of the expected frequency, while the observed 
frequencies for central high school teachers and for junior high school 
teachers exceeded tho expected · frequencies -by· approximately 30 per cent 
and 50 per cent respectively. Thus, school-division misassignment was 
greatest in central and junior high schools, and considerably less in 
senior high schools. These results were not unexpected since of the 
fifty-three teachers who were misassigned in terms of school division, 
the great majority had studied el8111entary methods which are commonly 
considered to be adequate for teaching junior high ~chool grades. 
Size of School 
School size was determined by the number of professional educa-
tors 811lployed on a regular basis by the school. On this basis, :four 
groups were determined for comparison--schools emplo,ying 1 - 9. 10 - 15, 
16 ... 25, and 26 or more teachers. The anaiysis and findings with respect 
to this variable are presented in Table 26. 
The results of the Fisher test and the Scheffe test on subject-
field misassignment indicated a big~ significant relationship between 
subject-field misassignment and the size of school. Specifically, the 
rank order of means for the four groups showed a clear progression 
indicating increasing misassigJmlent .as the size of schools decreased. 
On the Scheff' test, teachers in each of the two groups comprising the 
smallest schools were significantly more typically misassigned than 
those in the largest·: schools. Also, although significant only at the 
.08 level, teachers in the 16 - 25 group scored considerably lower than 
those in the 26 +group. These results indicated very strongly that 
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rdsassignment was mora acute in smaller schools than in the largest 
schools. It might be pointed out fUrther that, of all the sub-groups of 
all characterist.ics examined L1 the study, only one group mean was 
higher than the mean of 4.54 (1 - 6 scale) obtained for teachers in 
schools employing twenty-six or more teachers. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
TABLE 26 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO THE SIZE OF SCHOOL 
School Size by 
Number of Teachers 
l- 9 
10 - 15 
16 - 25 
26 + 
Total 
n 
53 
80 
48 
26 
207 
Sub-fid 
Mis'at 
Means 
3.11 
3.51 
3.56 
4.54 
3.55 
Tea-pref 
Mis'mt 
Means 
2.70 
2.79 
3 • .58 
3.04 
2.98 
Seh..div 
Mis'mt 
Frequencies 
0 E 
11 13.31 
25 20.10 
14 12.06 
2 6.53 
52 52.00 
Statistic~! Tests4 Vall!es 
F 
x1 
Signif'icanceb 
Schef:fe Comparison 
of Means 
.oo 
A-D 
B- D 
NS 
NS 
4 The .05 level o:f significance was used in all tests. 
4.00 
NS 
--
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
Surprisingly, no significant relationship was found between 
school-division misassignment and the size of school. It might have 
been speculated thAt comparatively fewer teachers without high school 
methods would be employed in the larger schools. , The Chi Square test 
indicated. however. ·that although a tendency exi&ted for, the largest 
schools to have the least incidence or school-division misassignment, 
the differences overall were not significant at the .05 level of con-
fidence. 
Denominational TYpe of School 
?9 
Table 27 contains the data on the denominational type or school 
variable. Earlier, in the description of the sample, . it. was pointed 
out tba t teachers in Protestant schools tended to be more highly 
qualified than those in Raman Catholic schools. In this ehapterv it has 
been turther shown that both subject-field and &chool-division .misas-
signment were significan~ greater for teachers who held relatively 
lower qualit1eations. Interestingly, however, none. of the .present 
analyses showed significant relationships between a~ aspect ot misas-
signment and this variable. 
Although no significant relationships were found, one interes-
ting tendency was indicated by the raw data. The means obtained on the 
subject-field and teacher-preference scales indicated that, while Pro-
testant teachers scored higher on the subject-field seale, Roman Catholic 
teachers scored considerably higher on the teacher-preference seale. 
This suggests that the tendency for administrators to tolerate higher 
degrees of subject-field misassignment .in favour of lowering teacher-
preference misassignment, as was suggested earlier. is more prevalent 
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in Roman Catholic schools than in Protestant schools. 
TABLE 27 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO THE DENOMINATIONAL TYPE OF SCHOOL 
SUb-fld 
. . ··" . 
Tea-pref Sch-div . 
Denominational Mis'mt Mis'mt His'mt 
Type or SG"'--, n '~""" ... . Frequencies 
Means Means 0 E 
A. Roman Catholic 67 ).40 ).18 29 )4.08 
B. Protestant 13.5 ).65 2.87 22 16.92 
Total 202 ).57 2.98 51 .51.00 
Statis:to~c•l Te~ts• Values 
F 1.09 0.93 
-x: 
-- --
2.29 
Signifieanceb NS NS NS 
, 
Scheffe Comparison NS NS --
of Means 
•the .0.5 level of signitinance was used ill all tests. 
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
The raw data on school-division misassignment indicated that 
teachers in Protestant schools were more frequently misassigned than 
those in Roman Catholic schools. However, the difference between the 
two groups was not. significant at the .05 level. The actual probability 
o£ a significant difference obtained in the Chi Square test exceeded 
.10. This suggests that any difference between· the two .groups in terms 
of school-division misassignment is very slight and in no case signifi-
cant. 
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Subject. Areas of Ma.1or Assignments 
Table 28 illustrates the findings relative to the subject areas 
of major assignments. 
TABLE 28 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO THE SUBJECT AREAS OF MAJOR ASSIGNMENTS 
SUbject. Areas of 
Major Assignments 
A. English 
B. Social Studies 
c. Mathematics 
D. Seienoe 
E. French 
F. Special. Areas 
Total 
Statistical Tests8 
F 
x2. 
Significanceb 
Scheffe Comparison 
of Means 
.n 
56 
40 
65 
20 
18 
20 
219 
SUb-fld Tea-pref 
~s •mt.. Mis •mt 
Means Means 
4.00 
3.:n 
3.43 
3.10 
3.33 
3.55 
3.53 
--
NS 
NS 
3~45 
2.55 
2.97 
2.70 
2.83 
2.85 
2.96 
Values 
1 ~ 05 
NS 
NS 
Sch-div 
Mis'mt 
.. Frequencies 
0 E 
16 14.06 
8 10.05 
20 16.33 
2 5.02 
3 4.52 
6 5.02 
55 55.00 
3.72 
NS 
8 The .05 level of significance was used in all tests. 
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
The results of the various tests on misassignment in the dif-
ferent subject areas were very interesting in light of the previous 
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description of the sample with respect to this variable. In Chapter II, 
it was shown that the average qualifications of science teachers and of 
special subject teachers were somewhat lower than .those .of teachers in 
the other areas. Moreover, it was found in the data analysis, as also 
previously described, that misassignment tended to be greater for 
teachers with relatively low qualifications. In view of these findings, 
one might have expected misassignment to be comparatively great in the 
areas of science and the special subjects. The findings, however, 
indicated that on all aspects of misassignment, the differences between 
subject ~ps were .not significant at the .05 level of significance. 
Although no significant differences were obtained in any of the 
tests performed on the data on this variable, the raw scores on the 
subject-field and teacher-preference scales did accord with expectations 
based on the sample description and other findings referred to above. 
On the subject-field misassignment scale, English teachers scored 
highest, and all others scored considerably lower with science teachers 
obtaining the lowest score, Thus, at least on this basis, tendencies 
for science teachers to be most acutely misassigned and for English tea-
chers to be the most properly assigned were apparent. 
On the teacher-preference misassignment scale, the findings, 
though not indicnting significant relationships at the .05 lev~l, were 
similar. Again, science teachers tended to be comparatively less pro-
-~erly assigned, and English teachers showed the least incidence of 
misassignment of all groups. No apparent relationships were observed 
in terms of school-division misassignment; obse~ frequencies cor-
related highly with expected frequencies. 
Teaching Time in Major Assignments 
Three categories o£ teaching time in major .assignments were 
considered: less than 5o%, 50 - ?4%, and ?5~ or more. The analyses 
and findings with respect to this variable are presented in Table 29. 
TABLE 29 
MISASSIGNMENT RELATIVE TO THE PROPORTION OF TEACHING 
TIME IN MAJOR ASSIGtmENTS 
Teaching Time in 
Major Assignments n 
Sub-fld 
Mis'mt 
Means 
Tea-pref 
Mis'mt 
Means 
Sch-div 
Mis'mt 
Frequencies: 
0 E 
83 
A~ <so~ 
B. so - 74% 
c. '7S~ + 
41 
?1 
88 
2.56 
2.90 
4.63 
2.39 
3.00 
3.27 
16 
16 
20 
10.66 
18.46 
22.88 
Total 200 3.59 52 52.00 
Statistical Tests8 Values 
F 51.61 2.47 
xz 3.37 
Significanceb .oo NS NS 
Scheff' Comparison 
of Means 
A - C NS 
B- C 
8 The .05 level of significance was used in all tests. 
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
The findings indicated . that teachers who were properly assigned 
to their major fields of specialization · generally s.pent large propor ... 
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tions of their teaching time in these assignments. A strong relation-
ship between subject-field lllisassignment and teaching time in major 
assignments was indicated on both the Fisher and the Scheff' tests. On 
the Scheffe test, the means tor both of the two lowest time categories 
were significantly lower than that for the h."\ghest time category. The 
•ean score of 4.63 (1 - 6 scale) for teachers who taught in their major 
assignments for seventy-five per cent or more of their teaching time was 
the single highest mean obtained tor any sub-group considered in the 
stu~. and the means of 2.56 and 2.90 on the same scale for teachers who 
taught in their major assignments for less than fifty per cent and for 
fifty to seventy-four per cent respectively of their teaching time were 
the two lowest means obtained. There was no significant difference 
between the means !or the two lowest categories. These data indicate 
that subject-field misassignment was considerab~ great for teachers who 
spent less than seventy-five per cent of their teaching time in their 
major assignments, and significantly less prevalent for those who spent 
seventy-five per cent or more of their teaching time in these assignments. 
or all the variables considered in the research, the variable of 
teaching time in major assignments was the most closely related to 
teacher-preterenoe misassignment. Although not significantly related at 
the .05 level of significance, a probability of .09 was obtained in the 
analysis of variance; in one case 1.n .. the . :Sebe~f"e compa.ri1»00 of means also, 
nam~. for the difference between the two extreme groups, a probability 
of .09 was obtained • . In vievr of the fact that the Scheffe test is veey 
conservative, it is probably the case that a significant relationship 
~sts also between teacher-preference misassignment and this variable. 
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It might be pointed out further that the rank order of the three teacher-
preterenoe misassignment means indicated a clear progression of' increa-
sing misassignment with a decrease in the teaching time proportion. 
The Chi Square test on school-division misassignment indicated 
that no signiricant relationship existed between this misassignment typQ 
and the teaching tillle variable. However, here also the raw data showed 
that a slight tendency existed for teachers in the lowest time category 
to be more frequently misassigned than were those in the remaining two 
categories. 
Number of.. Courses Tauht 
The findings relative to the number of' courses taught b,y teachers 
were silllilar to those for teaching time' in major assigJU!lents. That is, 
a big~ significant relationship was found between subject-field misas-
signment and the number of courses taught, but no relationship was found 
with respect to teacher-preference or school-division misassignment that 
was significant at the .05 level. 
With respect to subject-field misassignment, the four group 
means obtained showed a clear progression from 4.54 for teachers teaching 
1 - 2 courses to 3.23 for those teaching 7+ courses. This indicated 
that misassignment was greater for teachers who taught many courses than 
for those who taught comparativelY few courses. In the Seheffe test, it 
was found that the mean for teachers teaching only one or two courses 
was significantly greater than each of the means for the other categories. 
No other mean diff'erences were signif.ica.nt, .indicating that subject-
field misassignment ~~s significantlY greater for any number of courses 
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above tvo. 
TABLE 30 
MISASSIGNMENT RElATIVE TO THE NUMBER OF COURSES TAUGHT BY TEACHERS 
Sub.,-f.ld. T~-pret. Sch-div 
Number of Courses Mis'mt His 'mt Mis'mt 
'hught by Teachers n 
.Means Means 
Frequencies 
0 E 
A. 1- 2 41 4.54 3.29 10 10.40 
B. 3-4 89 ).38 ).15 21 22.57 
c. 5-6 40 ).28 2.58 13 10.14 
D. 7+ 39 ).23 2.69 9 9.89 
Total 209 ).56 2.98 53 53.00 
Statistical Tests~ Values 
F 7.18 1.26 
X,. 
--
2.14 
Signif'icanceb .oo NS NS 
Schette Comparison A- B NS 
ot Means. A- C 
A-D 
&The .05 level of signifie~~~e was used in .all tests. 
bEach significance value reported in this row applies to the 
test value immediately above it. 
Neither the rank order nor the statistical tests indicated a 
significant relationship between teacher-pre:ferencemi:sassignment and 
the ··number, of courses .taught by :..teachers. ·· In . fact, the mean for teachers 
teaching more- than six courses ,was gre&tvr than · that for teachers who 
taught five or six courses. The highest means for the four groups were 
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obtained for teachers who taught 1 - 2 and 3 _ 4 cours.es, in that order. 
No significance whatever was apparent from the data on school...division 
misassigJUilent since the obsel"Ved..frequencies correlated highly with the 
expected frequencies. The Chi. Square was not significant at the .0.5 
level of con~dence. 
V • SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS 
The following summary o£ findings is made preparatory to the 
statement of general conclusions in the next chapter. 
In terms or the aggregate of the sample, the data analysis indi-
cated that misassignment of each of the three types examined--subject-
field, teacher-preference, and school-division misassignment--was preva-
lent in varying degrees among N~~ound~od secondar.y school teachers. 
Generalq speaking, subject-field misassignment was found to be prevalent 
to the greatest degree, school-division misassignment was found to be 
somewhat less acute, and. t&acber-preference misassignment was found to 
be the least prevalent of the three types. 
Specifical~, overall means of ) • .56 (1 - 6 scale) and 2.98 (1 ~ 4 
ee.l&) were obtained on the subject-field and teacher-preference misas-
signment scales respectively, and a total of 2.5.4 per cent of the 
teachers reporting were found to be misassigned in terms of the school-
division orientations of their preparation · programmes. · Based on the 
assigmnent descriptions employed in the· various scales, . these i"indings 
meant that a total of 54.1 per cent of the sample were seriouslY 
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misassigned in varying degrees in terms of their subject fields of 
specialisation. 12 per cent were assigned. entire~ incongruently with 
their preferences for either their major or minor assignments, and 25.4 
per cent had not prepared professionally to teach secondary school stu-
dents. 
FiDdings .Rsarding M1P!!1gl!!ent Relative 
to Selected Personal. Professional. 
and Situational Cbanctel"istics 
Only· one or the misass~gl'Uilent types was found to be signifi-
cantly related to either of the personal characteristics of ,sex, marital 
status, and age. The Chi Square test on school-division misassignment 
data -indicated that female teachers were more ·typical]3 misassigned than 
were male teachers. 
. In tel"'lls or the professional characteristics of teachers. 
significantly greater degrees of subject-field misassignment were found 
for teachers with teaching grades .O- 2 th~n for those with .grades 
5 - 1, and for teachers . without high school methods than-·for those with 
high scbool .methods. The incidence of school-division misassignment was 
significantly greater for teachers with lower teaching grades than for' 
those with relatively higher teaching grades, for teachers with few 
courses compared with t)lose with many covses in their major fields of 
speciali~ation, and for teacher's with .ffN years .total teaching experi-
ence . than for those with comparatively :-many years. No aspect -. or mis-
assignment was found· to be significantly related -to the number of years 
teaching experience in teachers' . present schools.· · The teacher-prefc;:r-
·ence aspect of misassignment was not found. to be related to any of the 
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professional characteristics, nor, 1n £act, to a~ of the three classes 
of characteristics examined in· ·the research. 
For all but two of the situational characteristics examined, 
signi1'icant relationships at the .05 level were found in tems of one or 
both of the subject-field and school-division aspects of misassignment. 
No aspect of misassignment was found to be significan~ related to 
e~ther the denominational type of schoOl or the subject areas of 
teachers• major assignments. 
On the remaining five situational variables, in terms of subject-
field aisassignm~nt, lllisassig!lllent was significantly greater in the 
smal.lest towns than in the cities, in junior high schools than in senior 
. high schools, in schools with less than sixteen teachers· compared to 
the largest schools with more than twenty-.f'ive· teachers, for teachers 
who taught less· than seventy-five per cent than for those teachifl.g 
seventy-five per cent ·or more o£ their teaching time in their major 
assigJllllents, and rot- teachers who taught three or more different courses 
than for those teaching only one or two courses. School-division m1s-
assig1'111lent was more frequent among teachers in both central and junior 
high schools than qong senior high school teachers. Again, no signifi-
cant relationship was found between teacher-preference misassignment 
and any or the situational characteristics. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter presents the conclusions, implications, and recom-
mendations suggested by the study. The conclusions are presented in two 
categories organized ·respectively in te~s of (a) the nature · and general 
prevalence of misassignment found, and (b) ·the relationships observed 
between misassignment and the personal, professional, and situational 
characteristics examined in the research. On the basis or the findings, 
conclusions, and im.plica tiona, recommend a tiona are made . regarding im-
mediate action to alle'rlate certain ·misa-ssignment problems, and for 
fUrther research in this problem area. 
I. CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are drawn from the findings of the 
study: 
General Conclusions 
1. Misassignment of ~oh of the three types examined--subject-
field, teacher-preference, and school-division misassignment--was 
prevalent in varying degrees among the secondary school teachers of 
Newfoundland. 
2. Subject-field misassignment was prevalent to a considerably 
high degree; school-division misassignment was perhaps somewhat less 
aeute: teacher-preference misassignment was the least prevalent of the 
three types. 
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). Over halt ot the secondary school teaching force were assigned 
to residual subject areas c4 specialization either entirely, or in 
addition to the areas of their major or minor fields of specialization~ 
4. App~~ twenty-five per cent of the secondary school 
teac~ force had not prepared professionally b,y studying. high school 
methods in their training programmes to teach secondary students. 
S. Apprart-~ ten per cent of the secondary school teaching 
.torce were assigned entirely incongruently with any subject field of 
pre.ference. 
6. The great ajority of those teachers who were llisassigned by 
school division had studied elementary methods in their pr.-paration 
prog:Nlllllles at university. 
Conclusions Regarding Specific 
Relationships 
statistically significant relationships. The following con-
elusions were made regarding relationships between misassignment and 
selected personal, professional, and situational characteristics found 
to be signi.fioant. at the .0.5 level of significance. 
1. Teacher-preference misassignment was not signifiean~ related 
to any of the personal, professional, or situational characteristics 
examined. 
2. or the three misassignment types, only school-division mis-
assignment was signifiean~ related to .the sex of teachers. Specifi-
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call.y'. female teachers were more typically misassigned by school division 
than were male teachers. 
J. No aspect of misassignment was significantly related to either 
the •rital status or the age ot teachers. 
4. Both subject-field and school-division misassignment were sig-
niflcan~ greater tor teachers who held low qualifications 1n terms of 
teaching grades than for those who held comparatively high qualiti-
cations. 
5. Teachers who had not studied high school methods in their pre-
paration prcgra111111es were more typically misassigned in terms of subject 
field ot specialisation than were those who had studied high school 
methods. 
6. Subject-field and school-division misassignment were both 
signitioantly related to the extent of teachers' major fields of spec-
ialization as indicated b,y the number of university co~ses held in 
these fields. In each case, misassignment increased steadily as the 
number of courses decreased. 
1. Onl.y school-division misassignment was significantly related to 
total years teaching experience. Specifically, wisa.ssignment was 
gr~·tar to1r teachers with few years ot experiencs compared with those 
with many years. 
8. No aspect of misassignment was significantly related to the 
number of years experience teachers had in their present schools. 
9. Only subject-field misassignment was significantly related to 
size of cOMMUnity. T~aehers in the smallest towns of populations up 
to J.OOO were more typically misassigned than were teachers in the two 
cities ot st. John's and Comer Brook. 
10. Both subject-field and school-division misassignment were 
signi.f'icantly related to the grade class of school 1n which teachers 
were teaching. Teachers in central high schools were more seriously 
misass1gned b.Y subject field than those in senior high schools, and 
teachers 1n both the central and the junior high schools were more 
typical]Jr llisassigned by school division than were those in the senior 
high schoola. 
11. ODly' aub~t-tield rdsassignment was significantly related to 
the size ot school. In this case, teachers trom relatively Slll&ll 
schools were more seriously misassigned than those employed in the 
largest schools. 
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12. No aspect of misassignment was significantly related to either 
the denominational type or school or the subject areas ot teachers• 
major assignments. 
13. Only subject-field misassignment was significantly related to 
the pn>portion o£ tea.chil'lg time spent by teachers in their. major assign .. 
ments. Misassignment was found to be greater for teachers who spent 
small proportions ot their teaching time in their Jilajor assignments 
than for those who spent comparative4" large proportions of their 
teaching time in these assignments. 
14. Only subject-field misas~tgnment was significant~ related to 
the number of different courses taught by teachers. Specifical~, 
misassignment was greater tor teachers who taught any number of courses 
more than two than for those who taught on~ one or two courses. 
~encies apparent f'rom the raw data. In addition to the 
foregoing t · .. ,elusions, the following conclusions were made regarding 
tendencies apparent fl"OI!l the raw data, but which were not proved sig-
nificant at. the .05 level of significance. 
1. SUbjeot-tield misassignment tended to be greater for: 
a) Older teachers compared to yoUJ'Iger teachers. 
b) Teachers with uny years total teaching experience compared 
to teachers with relativvly tw year~= 
c) Teachers with many years experience in their present schools 
cempared to teachers with relatively few years. 
d) Teachers in other subject areas (especially science) com-
pared to English teachers. 
2. Teacher-preference misassignment tended to be greater for: 
a) Teachers with other than high school methods compared to 
those with high school methods. 
b) Teachers in the smallest towns and in the cities, in that 
order, ccapared to those in the larger towns of' populations J, 000 
to 7,500. 
c) Teachers in small schools compared to those in larger schools. 
d) Teachers spending small proportions rather than large propor-
tions of their teaching ttme in their major assignments. 
J. School-division misassignment tended to be greater for: 
.a) Single teachers compared to married teachers • 
b) Younger teachers ·compared to older teachers • 
c) Teachers in Protestant schools compared to those in Roman 
Catholic schools. 
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d) Teachers in the subject areas or English, Mathematics, and 
the special subjects compared to those in the subject areas of 
social studies, scienc~and French. 
e) Teachers who spent Slll&ll rather than large proportions or 
their teaching time in their major assignments. 
II. IMPLICATIONS 
Assignment-misassignment is a matter of concern for all educators. 
In particular, adainistrators and supervisory personnel are concerned . 
since it is their role to ensure that maxilllUlll effectiveness of instruc-
tion is achieved; teachers themselves are concerned because they are the 
people most ~ediately affected b,y the manner in .which actual assign-
ments are made. A great many studies exist which have shown that 
various types ot misassignment may have adverse effects on different 
facets or education. Some of these effects have been alluded to else-
where 1.~ this report, and based on these, a general need for research in 
this area was posited. It is conside~d th~t the present research is 
bound to have significant implications for educators at all levels of 
the educational structure. 
Perhaps most prominent among the implications of this study are 
those which concern administrators and others involved in the selection 
and training of new teachers. It has been suggested as a result of the 
findings that a tendency is apparent for school administrators to 
tolerate high degrees of subject-field misassignment in favour of pro-
viding teachers with assignments in their areas of preference. The 
fact that this practice is necessary, or that it even exists, could 
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have any o~ several possible implications. In the first place, it would 
appear that a ~airly large number o~ secondar.y school teachers hold 
specializations in subject fields other than their fields of preference. 
This could turther mean that either these teachers were not given suf-
~icient guidance in the selection o~ their training programmes while at 
university, or many teachers do not perceive a need to qualify specifi-
cally in the fields in which th~ prefer to teach. Whatever the case, 
a need exists ~or more practical guidance of student teachers to ensure 
that teachers are selected and trained in accordance with specific 
demands in tha fi~ld. 
A further implication for the group of educational personnel 
under discussion is the possible need for a proper balance among the 
numbers o~ teachers trained specifically to teach in the various school 
divisions. Based on this study alone, it is not possible to determine 
whether such an imbalance presently extsts in terms of actual numbers 
by training. OthGr research could determine the number of teachers in 
non-secondar.y schools who have trained under the secondar,y school pro-
grcarnmc. Should the imbalance referred to indeed exist, a need would be 
apparent for more guidance and control in this area of teacher training 
as well. 
~· 
The ~act that considerablY high degrees of misassignment are 
prevalent has implications for supervisor,y personnel. For instance, 
since over fifty per cent of all teachers in the secondar,y schools are 
in fact assigned to residual subject fields of specialization to some 
extent, the task of supervision in the various subject areas must 
necessarily be more difficult and complex. As a minimal effort to 
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alleviate dit£iculties or this type, administrators and others involved 
in the hiring and placement o~ teachers should endeavour in making their 
selections to achieve greater harmony between prospective teachers' sub-
ject fields of specialization and pre~erence, and between the particular 
qualifications of these teachers and the assignments to be filled. 
FinallY, as concerns the teachers thems&lves, misassignment has 
been found repeat~ in various studies to adversely affect teacher 
job satisfaction and the etficiency or instruction. It would appear 
froa the results of this study that teachers genera~ would be well 
advised to consider carefully as they choose their teacher training pro-
grammes. The greatest job satisfaction and optimum efficiency or instruc-
tion are more likely to follow when the teacher has specialized in the 
subject field which he prefers to teach. B,y so doing, teachers can 
make themselves optimally prepared academically to organize and instruct 
particular subjects and particular students, as well as ensure for them-
selves the greatest likelihood that they will be properly prepared 
psychologically to relate to the partieular students they will even-
tua~ teacho 
III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Pending the completion of fUrther research, as suggested below, 
little regarding immediate action to alleviate the misassignment prob-
lems revealed b,y the study can be recommended at this time. However, 
several pertinent suggestions are made in this section along with a 
number or recommendations for further research in several of the prob-
lam areas suggested by the study. 
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An important obs8rvation has been made regarding th8 excessive 
preval8nce ot subj8ot-~ield Misassignment compared to teache~-preferenc8 
misassignment. It is not possible, however, on the basis ot this study 
alone to determine whether the one can be reduced without adversely 
at'fecting the extent ot the other. Since there appears to be a confiict 
in a great many cases between teachers• fields of preference and of 
specialintion, the best solution for obvious reasons may not be simply 
to require all teachers to teach in their fields ot specialization, even 
if that were feasible. The most that can be recommended tor the present 
is that administrators, when they recruit new teachers, should make 
every effort to select only teachers whose areas of specialization and 
preference coincide. The minimum necessity of ·hiring teachers appro-
priately qualified for the particular assignments to be filled goes 
vi thout saying. 
It is further considered that administrators can avoid the 
necessity t.o misassign many teachers by properly planning programmes and 
assignments in their schools well in advance of recruitment and selec-
tion periods. With respect to the many teachers already in the school 
systems and llisassigned, it has been suggested by various writers that 
reassignment within school systems and, in scme cases, within and bet-
ween school districts may be feasible an~ effective in eliminating many 
miSa.ssigmaent problems presently existing. It should at least be pos-
sibl• to reassign those teachers currently misassigned b.Y school divi-
sion to other schools within the same systems for which the,y are pro-
perly prepared professionally. 
Although this research did not determine causes of misassign-
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ment, the findings regarding relationships existing between misassign-
ment and the various personal, professional, and situational characteris-
tics were in same cases suggestive of certain conditions which tend to 
be associated with lllisassignment. For instance, it was shown that 
misassignment tended to be grea.ter for teachers without high school 
methods, and for teachers who spent relatively small proportions of their 
teaching time in their major assignments, but who taught relatively large 
nUlllbers of ditterent courses. These conditions, of course, are not 
necessarily causes of misassignment, but .are more probably the result of 
specific decisions by either administr~tore or the teachers themselves. 
It would seem logical to suggest that where conditions such as these 
are permitted to exist, misassignment is likely to occur. .Administrators 
can endeavour to avoid these conditions by hiring only teachers who are 
speci.fical.ly trained in secondary education, and by organizing school 
progr&lllllles so that teachers can be assigiled to subject ar•s in mnch 
they have specialized. 
Finally, based on the findings, conclusions, and suggested 
implications or this study, a number of problems which require research 
may be identit'ied. More information is required concerning the par-
ticular qualifications of teachers in all school divisions. This study 
raised an important question which cannot be answered on the basis of 
this study alone: does there exist an imbalance among the numbers of 
teachers trained by school division or by sUbject areas in Newfoundland? 
The results of research providing the answers to questions of this type 
could have important implications for those educators involved in 
teacher training in the Province. 
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In this study, much information has been generated regarding the 
relationships existing between misassignment and a variety or charac-
teristics. This information should be usetul for future researchers in 
identity.ing precisely where excessive degrees or misassignment are preva-
lent. Utilizing this information, research should be conducted to deter-
mine possible causes of various types or misassignment. Based on that 
research, it should be possible to suggest measures for reducing or 
eliainating the problem, thus paving the way for even further research 
to test the .effectiveness or practicality of these measures. 
This study, as well as all other studies on the problem lmown to 
the writer, ba·s :! examined misassignment only in terms or secondary 
school teachers. Research appropriately designed is required as well 
for teachers in the primary and elementary schools of Newfoundland. 
The research studies available posit a great many adv$rse 
effects ot various types gf mi~assig~~ent. E~ver, these effects often 
vary with locality., and researchers are not always in agreement as to the 
relative significance or extent of these effects. Research is required 
to determine the effects and the extent of these effects of misassign-
ment among school teachers in Newfoundland. 
Finally, it has been suggested by various writers on the subject 
that misassignment could exist in terms of a variety of factors and con-
ditions in addition to subject fields of specialization, teachers' prg-
ferences, and school-division orientations of training programmes. 
Various psychological factors including teachers• attitudes, aptitudes, 
and interests are probablY as significant in terms of teaching assign-
ments as any of the more tangible factors such as were examined in the 
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present study. It 1~ recommended that research be undertaken to examine 
the prevalence, causes, and effects of other aspects of misassignment 
that from time to time may be identified or suspected. 
APPENDIX 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
You, a secondar.y school teacher, are r=quested to complete all items on 
this questionnaire. Your -careful and prompt reply is essential for the 
success of the research. 
Individual personal infomation obtained through this instl"W!lent will be 
kept strictly confidential. Your name and address are requested only to 
facilitate checking. The :returned forms will be seen by only myself and 
my immediate assistants, while the findings of the survey will be sub-
mitted in summar,y form so that individual teachers cannot be identified. 
It you have any question about your response to anY of the items, please 
telephone me collect at 576-4726 after 6:00 P.M. 
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SECTION I 
The information requested in this section would be extremely helpful to 
me in checking responses. HO"!vever, if you do not wish to identify your-
self or your scl1ool, please omit this section and complete the remainder 
of the questionnaire. Please PRINT all responses in this section. 
1. Your name: 
2. Your personal address: 
3. Name of school: 
4. School address: 
SECTION II 
Please respond to all of the items following using a statement or a 
check mark, as appropriate. 
1. Your sex: Male D Female D 2. Your age: ____ _.)years 
4. 
Married D Single D Other.....,. _____ _ 
(specify) 
DDDDDDDD 
<1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Your teaching grade: 
Your marital status: 
NOTE: In items 5 and 6, I want to ascertain the number of courses you 
have completed in your major and minor fields of specialization. For the 
sake of consistency, please give the numbers as numbers of full credit or 
full year courses as opposed to half credits or semester courses. Thus, 
for example, 12 semester courses should be indicated by _£_; 13 semester 
courses should be indicated by _£!_. 
5. State the greatest number of university academic courses you have 
completed in a single subject field: courses 
6. State the second greatest number of university academic courses you 
have completed in a single subject field: courses 
7. State the number of years teaching experience you will have at the 
end of this school year: years 
8. State the number of years you Nill have taught in your present 
school at the end of this school year: years 
9. State the number of different courses you teach: 
more than one course in any one sub ject.) 
(You may teach 
--------- courses 
10. Check the progr annne under Hhich you studied at university: 
High School D ElementarJ D Primary D 
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11. Check the grades which are taught in your school: 
D 
7 
D 
8 
D 
0 
"' 
D D D 
11 12 
12. State the number of professional educators (t·eachers. principal, 
guidance counselors • etc. ) ~ployed in your school: _ educators 
13. State the percentage of your time on the job which you spend in 
classroom teaching: per cant 
14. Check the grades in which you teach: 
0 D D D D D 
7 8 9 10 11 12 
15. If you spend any time in classroom teaching, please respond accor-
ding to the instructions belo-..r i."'l each of the six columns on the 
next page. Note that you are asked to make six responses in all, 
once for each of the six col~~s. Separate instructions are given 
for each column. Please be careful to respond in the correct col-
umn for each set of instructions. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
ColUMn A 
Column B 
ColUMn C 
Column D 
Column E 
Column F 
Check the subject ~ield(s) in which you spend the greatest 
single amount of your teaching time, and state in the 
parentheses next to your check mark what percentage of your 
teaching time that is. 
Check the subject field(s) in which you spend the second 
greatest amount of your teaching time. 
Check all other subject fields in which you spend some part 
of your teaching t~e. 
Check the subject fiel~(s) in which you have completed your 
greatest number of ur.;versity academic course~. (This is · 
the subject(s) fc!" 1.tri.ch you gave the number J.n item 5.) 
Check the subject field(s) in which you have completed your 
second greatest nunber of university academic courses •. 
(This is the subject( s) for 1·rhich you gave the number J.n 
item 6.) 
Check the subject :field in ~-:hich you most prefer to teach. 
Responses --~ 
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SUBJECT FIELDS RESPONSES 
A B c D E F 
English < > 0 D D D D D -
History ( ) D D D D D D 
Geography ( ) D D D D D D 
Economics ( ) D D D D D D 
Mathematics < , 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Science < > D D D D D D 
French ( >DDDDDD 
~-<specify c , D D D D D D 
foreign language) 
Art <>DDDDDD 
Music ( ) D D D D D D 
_____ (specify < > D D D D D D 
other fine art) 
Home Economics ( ) D D D D D D 
Physical Education ( ) D D D D D D 
Industrial/ ( ) D D D D D D 
Vocational Arts 
Business (Commercial) ( ) D D D 0 D D 
Education -~(specify c > D D D 0 D 0 
any other subject 
except 'Education') 
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